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UK declares Dieudonne persona non grata

Anti-Semitic French comedian, originator of the Nazi-like ‘quenelle’ gesture,
banned from entering Britain
By Times of Israel staff February 3, 2014, 10:12 pm
Anti-Semitic French comedian Dieudonne M’Bala M’Bala
of his own bankruptcy, according to The Independent.
was banned from the UK on Monday after stating his
He has also failed to pay several thousand euros in
intention to travel there to support a soccer star who
fines for anti-Semitic remarks.
performed a quenelle salute during a match.
Dieudonne is now facing an eighth trial for inciting
The UK Home Office announced on Monday afternoon
hatred against Jews by suggesting during a show that
that Dieudonne, who is now facing an eighth trial for
the French Jewish journalist Patrick Cohen belonged in
inciting hatred against Jews, was an “excluded”
a gas chamber.
individual who would not be allowed into Britain.
The quenelle, described by French Interior Minister
Warnings were sent to airlines, transport companies
Manuel Valls as “an inverted Nazi salute,” involves
and border officials that Dieudonne was a persona non
placing one’s outstretched left palm on one’s right
grata.
shoulder while pointing downward with one’s right arm.
Dieudonne is the originator of the quenelle, the
increasingly popular gesture in France and Europe that
has been called anti-Semitic and a quasi-Nazi salute
The comedian planned to travel to the UK to show
support for his friend, West Bromwich Albion striker
Nicolas Anelka, a French national and convert to Islam
who is facing a disciplinary hearing after performing a
quenelle during a Premier League game.
French comedian Dieudonne M’bala M’bala performing
the quenelle in 2008 (photo credit: YouTube
screenshot)

Nicolas Anelka makes the quenelle gesture after his
goal for West Bromwich Albion against West Ham
United, December 28, 2013 (photo credit: YouTube
screenshot)

“We can confirm that Mr Dieudonne is subject to an
exclusion order. The home secretary will seek to
exclude an individual from the UK if she considers that
there are public policy or public security reasons to do
so,” the Home Office said in a statement Monday.
Dieudonne has several convictions for inciting antiSemitism. He is currently under investigation for
alleged money-laundering and fraudulent organization

Like the Nazi salute, the quenelle is seen as a variant of
the Roman salute and, considering its inventor’s
penchant for defiance of France’s anti-Nazi laws, is
understood to challenge the prohibition on performing
the Nazi salute.
Last month, a French court banned Dieudonne from
performing in Nantes in what was to be the debut of his
new show, “The Wall.” His shows were banned by
mayors in Marseille, Bordeaux and Tours as well.
JTA and the Associated Press contributed to this report
UK declares Dieudonne persona non grata | The Times
of Israel http://www.timesofisrael.com/uk-declaresdieudonne-persona-non-grata/#ixzz2sKGgTWX1
http://www.timesofisrael.com/uk-declares-dieudonnepersona-non-grata/
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Mask Of Zion

To smile when confronted with the most severe oppression, is an act of Resistance rooted in
unparalleled beauty. ~ Jonathan Azaziah
_________________________________________

Don’t Laugh! It’s “Anti-Semitic”!
- International Zionism’s Crusade Against Dieudonné and
The Global Jewish Assault On Freedom of Speech
By Jonathan Azaziah, Tuesday, February 4, 2014
Is it not astounding, nay, the very apogee of mindinjustices like police brutality, political corruption,
boggling, that “democracy”, the globe’s dominant
patriarchy,
gentrification,
environmental
abuses,
political model, in which “freedom of speech” is a
etcetera? By all means, preach and don’t stop
central if not foundational tenet, is vehemently and
preaching! But the moment an individual takes a deep
vitriolically doing all that it can, wherever its outposts
breath, performs a swift trip around the earth in his or
are throughout the world, to silence, nay, eradicate,
her mind, and sees with his or her mind’s eye that
one particular criticism and ipso facto anyone who has
there is a common insidiousness, a parent evil if you
the nobleness to promulgate the aforesaid criticism?
will, that permeates every ill and injustice from north to
south and east to west, and he or she then calls it out
by name and slams it with a thunderous condemnation,
that is when the rubicon is crossed.
Mention Zionism, “Israel”, Judaism and the supremacy
inherent to the religion-culture under the doctrine of
“chosen-ness”, Jewish power or Jewishness in any
“activist” circle, let alone any mainstream avenue, and
you will be hexed and cast out quicker than you can
even blink. The “Z”, “I” and “J” words are tantamount
to career suicide at best and a terribly real threat to
one’s life at worst.
Indeed, it was the 18th century French philosopher
Voltaire who famously said, “To learn who rules over
you, simply find out who you are not allowed to
criticize.” Not only have the words never rang as true
as they do in this current point in history, it is not
without irony that Voltaire himself was considered to be
a staunch critic of the Organized Jewish community of
his time.
And on that note, we find ourselves in the thick of the
Dieudonné M’bala M’bala: The anti-Zionist comedic
case of Dieudonné M’bala M’bala, better known as
genius that Organized Jewish Interests love to hate.
Dieudonné or simply Dieudo to those who support him,
the controversial, brilliant, wildly popular French“Imperialism”? Fire away! “White supremacy”? Have at
Cameroonian comedian who over the last decade or so
it! “Capitalism”? Sky is the limit! “Dictatorship”? Here’s
has taken France by storm with his anti-Zionist, antian appearance on “Democracy Now”! Malevolent social
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establishment, pro-Palestine, pro-Resistance sketches
and routines, much to the ire of International Jewry.
Fined, ridiculed and banned on numerous occasions
throughout the years, Dieudonné has trucked on
steadfastly.

Nicolas Anelka performing the quenelle in solidarity
with Dieudonné, and upsetting a whole lot of Zionists in
the process.

It is integral to understand what has befallen him, as
his ongoing struggle against his detractors is a
microcosm of the global Jewish-Zionist assault on
genuine, unmitigated freedom of speech.
Nicolas Anelka and The Quenelle:
Jewish Hysteria Reaches A Fever Pitch
On December 28th, 2013, the legendary international
football star and current West Bromwich Albion striker
Nicolas Anelka, who won the World Cup with France in
2006 and has played with top clubs across Europe for
almost two decades, set off a chain of events that he
could not have possibly imagined would ever come to
fruition. After scoring his first of two goals during that
Saturday match, Anelka performed the “quenelle”, an
anti-establishment gesture popularized by Dieudonné
which essentially means “up yours”. Alarm bells began
ringing across Jewish-Zionist power centers across the
globe and before the grueling match which ended in a
3-3 draw was even in the books, Anelka was being
deemed an “anti-Semite” in the international press.
West Bromwich Albion coach Keith Downing blasted
the accusations as “absolute rubbish” (1).

Utter ridiculousness aside, an investigation was
immediately initiated by the FA (Football Association),
and after a little more than 3 weeks, Anelka was
charged with “making a gesture that was abusive
and/or indecent and/or insulting and/or improper”, as
well as “an aggravated breach in that it included a
reference to ethnic origin and/or race and/or religion or
belief”. He was punished with a 5-match ban
(2). Additionally, Zoopla, a British property website
owned by Jewish businessman Alex Chesterman
and a main sponsor of West Bromwich Albion, cut
its sponsorship of the club because it wouldn’t
drop Anelka (3). Chesterman’s pressure is only the
tip of the iceberg however, as the entire campaign

against Nicolas Anelka was driven by the organized
Jewish community, notably the Board of Deputies
of British Jews and the Community Security Trust
(4), a dangerous organization with connections to
the international Zionist terrorist organization
known as the Mossad (5).

David Bernstein: the Jewish supremacist
high roller that is "zionizing" British football.
It is by no means coincidental but rather part and
parcel of the horror that has been inflicted upon Nicolas
Anelka that the chairman of the FA is David Bernstein,
a devout Jew who has repugnantly used his
position to spread “Holocaust” propaganda
wrapped in the garb of football to the UK’s youth
(6), and an ardent Zionist who gleefully turned
the“Football For All” platform into a whitewashing
festival of the usurping “Israeli” regime’s
genocidal existence (7). Equally critical to note is the
fact that while are very few Jewish players in
British football, Jews run the vast majority of the
Premier League. Among these owners is Roman
Abramovich (8), an obscenely wealthy Zionist
gangster involved in “Israeli” blood diamond
dealing and the ethnic cleansing of occupied AlQuds (9). Point being? Nicolas Anelka adamantly
denying that he is racist or “anti-Semitic” (10) is
ultimately irrelevant due to the undeniable truth that
the Jewish persons controlling British football have a
Zionist agenda that is global in scope.
To add further insult to injury, Nicolas Anelka endured
another dose of heavy embarrassment after Roger
Cukierman, the president of CRIF (Representative
Council of Jewish Institutions in France), initially stated
that Anelka’s performing of the quenelle in that
particular context was not “anti-Semitic” but then
backtracked once it was clear that the football star
would be charged, going as far to say that the usage of
the quenelle was being “dangerously spread among
our citizens and especially youth.” Zionist fanatic
Cukierman continued on in a rabid tirade against
Dieudonné (11), proving beyond a shadow of a doubt
that “free speech”, “democratic ideals” and the truth
above all else are of no concern to Jewish supremacists
when their agenda is hanging on by a thread; all of
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those attributes aren’t merely denied but trampled
upon with malice.

Cameroonian
star
(17). Tablet
Magazine,
a
most obnoxious Zionist rag owned by a brat of the
immensely wealthy and powerful Newhouse family,
published several hit pieces but one in particular
glaringly stood out as it admitted that the quenelle is
“hard to explain and harder to resist (18)”, thus
exposing the intellectual bankruptcy of International
Jewry and its agents.
Leading the campaign against Dieudonné have been
the aforementioned CRIF, France’s AIPAC, and LICRA
(The International League Against Racism and AntiSemitism), the French version of the ADL. LICRA, which
has been agitating against him for over a decade now
since he first criticized Zionism, has special privileges
under French law, and, in blatantly similar fashion to a
powerful mafia, has been using one nonsensical
pretext after another to justify lawsuits that
would lead to his blacklisting (19).

Dieudonné's quenelle: feared by Zionists everywhere;
embraced by the oppressed everywhere else.

Onslaught On Dieudonné: World Zionism
Mobilizes To Muzzle Him
Verily, Nicolas Anelka and his career are just collateral
damage in this ongoing debacle. As the author of a
recent venomous, hysterical editorial in the staunchly
Zionist Jewish Daily Forward opined, “it is Dieudonné
who is the true villain in this saga.” The piece, titled
“‘Zoopla’ Joins Gibberish Feud Over ‘Quenelle’”, goes on
to take jabs at Anelka, label the quenelle as “neofascist” and viciously attack Dieudo for the
“crime” of bringing Jewish-Zionist power to light
and not making any bones about it in the process
(12). And this is only the tip of the anti-Dieudonné
iceberg. In the wake of the madness sparked by
Anelka’s quenelle, an avalanche of hasbara was
generated by Organized Jewry against the comedic
phenom.
To name a minute few: The “Israeli” daily Ynet insanely
labeled Dieudo a “modern day brown shirt” and
lambasted the quenelle as a symbol of “modern
day violent anti-Semitism” (13); the Jewish Daily
Forward, in one of many attacks, notes that “the real
danger is that Dieudonné is also pulling down the
government’s shorts (14).” It isn’t the French
regime that the Forward is worried about though, but
the “Israeli”-blue-and-white-drenched hands behind
it; Haaretz assailed Dieudonné for having “malignant
influence (15)”; the Algemeiner gleefully carried the
statements of the Anti-Defamation League (ADL)
which repeatedly condemned Dieudo (16), and
along with the European Jewish Congress (EJC) and the
umbrella group of Belgian Jewish organizations,
CCOJB, played a key role in pressuring the French
regime into cracking down on the French-

Roger Cukierman: Head of the CRIF (the French
AIPAC), and leading Zionist operator against
Dieudonné.

The CRIF-LICRA campaign paid dividends as the
mayors of Marseille, Tours, and Bordeaux banned
Dieudonné from performing in their cities on
January 7th, 2014 (20). Two days later on January
9th, 2014, a French court threw out the bans,
much to the delight of Dieudonné and his fans.
Unfortunately, victory was declared too soon
however as CRIF revved up the pressure (21), and
with Zionist lapdogs President Hollande and Interior
Minister Valls leading the charge, the overturn of the
bans was unprecedentedly flipped at the last
minute by Conseil d’Etat, France’s highest court,
just before a Dieudonné show in Nantes
(22), hence removing him from as many public forums
as possible under the banner of “anti-racism”, arguably
the most legendary and deceptive mask of Zion in
existence today.
Worse still, one of the hit pieces that targeted the antiZionist comic, penned by an IOF commander and
fanatical settler for Zionist colony mouthpiece Arutz
Sheva, blatantly attempted to link Dieudonné and his
quenelle to the March 2012 attack on a Jewish
school in Toulouse (23), which, ironically or maybe
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even deliberately enough, bore all the likenesses of
a false flag attack (24).
It is of no coincidence that following this disgraceful
accusation, along with the continuing siege led by the
Jewish-Zionist Lobby in France, Dieudo was targeted by
les Huissiers de Justice, the collection arm of the French
Justice Ministry, which showed up at his door
demanding that he pay some 100,000 euros that he
allegedly owed for several thought crime convictions he
had amassed through the years. A verbal altercation
ensued between Dieudo and the bailiffs, and then shots
were fired. Dieudo was called in for questioning the
following day and a warrant was subsequently issued to
comb his home. A “projectile device”, whatever that is,
was discovered in the search. Extraordinarily dubious
does not do justice to the description of this event, and
this is confirmed by the bailiffs themselves who
don’t know who fired at them (25).
Taking the supreme questionableness of this happening
into consideration, and then coupling it with
the genocidal Zionist entity being responsible for
the horrors of 9/11 (26), the calamity of 7/7
(27) and the catastrophe of 26/11 (28), as well as
the fact that there are numerous occurrences of
Jews faking “anti-Semitic” crimes (29), it is not
beyond the limits of Organized Jewry and its acolytes
by any means to stage such an event to put the
proverbial nail in Dieudo’s coffin.

When Dieudonné is on stage, International Jewry
begins to shake in its very bones.

Nevertheless, Dieudonné, a dedicated anti-Zionist and
a man of faith who identifies himself as an “Islamic
Christian”, has stood his ground and refused to go
quietly into the night as his “chosenite” tormenters
bombard him from every angle. He has decided to do
what he has done since awakening to the evils of
Zionism so many years ago (30): fight back. His
supporters, in an operation they wittily titled
“Triple Quenelle”, hacked three French pro“Israel” websites, including the French Jewish
Defense League, and replaced the hateful Zionist
content with Dieudonné support messages (31);
Dieudo himself confronted the allegations against
Nicolas Anelka, rejecting the accusations of “racism”
and “anti-Semitism” and calling the football legend his
“brother in humanity”, “noble”, “hope” and “a

prince (32)”; and in the best response of all, Dieudo
returned to the stage in defiance of the Zionistrun French establishment, smashing a howling
crowd of more than 5,000 in Bordeaux (33).
What makes this latest show so uniquely significant is
that the crowd was not comprised of the usual
downtrodden Black and Brown (especially Muslim)
youth which have been Dieudo’s most loyal fans
through the years, but White and working class
(33). This terrifies the French establishment and its
Zionist overlords. In their minds, the thought that not
only the peoples of the lands they once colonized but
their own European citizenry could become part of the
masses supporting Dieudo is a dangerous development
indeed. Not to be outflanked, Paris responded by
intensifying its measures against the humorist,
launching raids on his home, production company
and other premises (34). Resistant still, Dieudonné
fired back yet again by declaring that he will go to the
UK to prove he is anything but “racist’, as well as to
display his solidarity with Nicolas Anelka, but these
plans aren't happening either, as the UK regime
has banned him from entering after declaring him
"persona non grata (35)." Considering the Jewish
origins of Prime Minister David Cameron himself,
as well as the powerful Jewish-Zionist moneymen
who secured his rise to power (35a), it isn't even
the tiniest bit surprising that this Orwellian action was
taken.
Embedded in the marrow of the matter is that the
Zionists are not up in arms over an academic. They are
not gnashing their teeth over a politician. They aren’t
throwing the geopolitical equivalent of a temper
tantrum over a judge, an attorney general or a
businessperson with substantial wealth and influence.
They’re going ballistic over a comedian. A funnyman.
The sort of personality that is supposed to have at least
a wee bit of leeway when criticizing the rich and
powerful in an open, democratic society, for the sole,
simple reason that it is just comedy.

Men of honor, men of dignity: Dieudonné with living
legend Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, former President of the
Islamic Republic of Iran and champion of all things
truthful.
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The Zionists don’t share this view though. They are
hysterical because any criticism of their might and
societal sway, be it Dieudonné’s laugh-creation or any
other individual in any other venue, has the potential to
obliterate their illusory fortress. Why? Because the
society ruled by Zionism is not open or democratic but
totalitarian and despotic in pluralistic garb; if you tear
off the garb, then you tear down the system. When
their monstrously deranged farces, from the Zionist
regime itself to the “Holocaust”, get exposed for the
fraudulent,
sickening
manifestations
of
Jewish
arrogance that they are, which is exactly what
Dieudonné has done and is doing, it is only a small
amount of time and this time alone that stands
between them and their overthrow.
Haters Will Be Haters When Facts Are “AntiSemitic”:
Why Dieudonné’s Ideology Frightens His
Detractors And How The Accusations Against Him
Hold No Weight
Analyzing the seemingly never-ending controversy
instigated against Dieudonné and his quenelle would be
incomplete without a proper explanation of the ideology
that drives the man firstly, and the past accusations
against him secondly. Understanding both will prove,
monosemously, that what is happening to Dieudo is
politically motivated by Jewish-Zionist interests through
and through, and not some sort of duty that the French
regime is abiding by to “fight hatred”, “stop incitement”
or “subdue racism”.
Just watching Dieudo’s most recent interview with Sky
News
confirms
that
his
ideological
Weltanschauung extends much farther than the illdefined, watered-down realm of “anti-racism” and
positions
itself
firmly
on
the pedestal
of
liberationism (32).
From his comedy routines and films to his politics and
the quenelle, Dieudonné believes that shaking off the
shackles of slavery and remaining steadfastly defiant to
keep them off and eventually overthrow the system run
by the slave-owners’ descendants is the only way to
fight. Spiritually speaking, he mirrors the thoughts
of Hizbullah Secretary General Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah and the Islamic Republic of Iran, and
he, along with his friend and ally Alain Soral, a
French anti-Zionist author and philosopher who
has also been targeted by France’s Jewish Lobby,
have ties to the Iranian-supported Centre Zahra
(36).
Dieudo traveled to Lebanon in August 2006 to meet
with officials and fighters from Hizbullah in
solidarity with the Mouqawamah’s legendary,
transformational triumph over the usurping
Zionist entity in the 34-Day War (37). He’s also
been to Iran on several occasions, including a
November 2009 trip where he met with and was

warmly greeted by the honorable former
president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad (38). He also
worked side by side with Iran’s Haft Aseman
Cinematic Company (HACC), Ministry of Culture
and Islamic Guidance and Experimental and
Documentary Film Center (EDFC) to produce
several films (39). These meetings and projects only
compounded
Dieudo’s
strong
anti-Zionism
and
deepened his commitment to disseminating historical
and political truths.

Dieudonné with comrade Alain Soral in Lebanon just
after the demonic Zionist aggression in the summer of
2006.

Based on this summary in isolation, it should be
elucidative for all to see why Organized Jewish
Interests fear the spread of Dieudo’s comedy to the
Black, Brown and White youth of France: he is a
proponent of the Iran-Hizbullah model for ideological
liberation, and there is no greater obstacle to the
Zionists’ quest for total control of the planet than the
Resistance Axis, of which Iran and Hizbullah comprise
2/3. The very second that the Shah was toppled in
1979 by the Islamic Revolution led by Ayatollah Sayyed
Ruhollah Khomeini, Iran became a target for
International Zionism and its allies in the United States
and the Gulf. To stop the Islamic Revolution from
spreading, the Iran-Iraq War was initiated by
Saddam Hussein on behalf of “Israel”, America,
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, and since then, the
onslaught on the Islamic Republic hasn’t stopped
due to it being a beacon of hope, independence,
sovereignty and resistance to the Empire and the
hidden hands that pull the Empire’s strings (40).
Apart from Iran, nothing upsets International Zionism
quite like Hizbullah. It is the only political movement on
the face of the earth that is truly deserving of
unequivocal backing, and one of the reasons why, if not
the primary one, is because of its unwavering
commitment to the Palestinian people and their sacred
cause, which, for the record, is the dearest to the
heart of Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah (41). The
Mouqawamah was the only party of the Zionistengineered Lebanese Civil War that defended the
Palestinians. During the War of the Camps in particular,
itsmoujahideen were martyred smuggling food to those
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under siege. In terms of Lebanese politics, it is the
only organization that campaigns for Palestinian
rights (42). All of Hizbullah’s actions have been in
defense
of
Palestine, most
especially
its
intervention in Syria (43).

The Lebanese Islamic Resistance of Hizbullah is what
keeps the leaders of the usurping Jewish supremacist
entity awake at night.

Moreover, the Mouqawamah’s military capabilities and
achievements continue to pile up by the day.
Hizbullah’s strategic silence during the lead-up to
what seemed like an imminent direct attack on
Syria by NATO befuddled the intelligence services
of both the West and the Zionist entity (44) and
contributed to derailing the Empire’s war effort. The
illegitimate “Israeli” regime has admitted that
Hizbullah has power to bring the ports of
occupied Haifa and Isdud, fraudulently called
“Ashdod” by the Jewish occupiers, to an outright
halt (45).
Generals of the “Israeli” terrorist occupation army (IOF)
have also revealed that Hizbullah’s rocketry is the
8th mightiest in the world (46), as well as the bitter
truth that they cannot defeat the Resistance (47).
Most humiliating of all for the genocidal Jewish entity is
what is now known as the “Labbouna Raid”, in which
“Israeli” commandos attempted to carry out a
reconnaissance operation in the Labbouna and Jall alAlam areas of the South Lebanese village of Alma alShaab, only to be met by two expertly planted
explosive devices which left them shocked, wounded
and forced to retreat. The preemptive deterrence
attack by the men of the Resistance showed the
usurping Zionist enemy that even though they’re
busy with its proxies on the Syrian front, their
eyes are never, ever turned away from the
primary aggressor (48). The foiling of the Zionists’
incursion affirmed that Hizbullah can handle, nay,
triumphantly thrive on multiple fronts at once, no
matter what is thrown its way. Dieudo, obviously, albeit
from a different perspective, can relate.
Taking all of this in, it’s worth rehashing that the
prospect of a talented, intellectually sound entertainer
with familial ties to France’s indigenous and immigrant
communities espousing the principles of victorious

Hizbullah and indefatigable Iran alongside his own fiery
as well as factual interpretation of Black liberationism
is, for the Zionists, a recipe for total meltdown. Hence
the repeated attempts by the French chapter of
International Jewry to silence Dieudo with its favorite
tool, its political meat-cleaver: “anti-Semitism”. Bottom
line is though, none of the accusations put forth, in the
legal arena or otherwise, hold any weight whatsoever.
None.
On the 14th of June in 2006, Dieudo was charged with
“defamation” and fined 4,500 Euros after stating that
Arthur (real name: Jacques Essebag), a prominent
French-Moroccan-Jewish
television
personality, “financed the ‘Israeli’ army which
does not hesitate to murder Palestinian children
(49)”. There is nothing even remotely inaccurate
about Dieudo’s statement. Arthur is indeed a Zionist
with family living in the usurping entity and had
plans to tour there before the July War broke out
(50). Thus, without exercising an exhausting amount
of brain power, by the very definition of traveling to the
occupying Jewish regime, to see family members who
are land thieves, you are justifying its criminal
existence with your money and supporting whatever it
does.

Remember this photo of Hala Abu Sabikha next time
someone says that the Zionist regime's terrorist army
doesn't murder children.

If that wasn’t enough to damn Arthur for the pro“Israel” scoundrel that he is, let it also be shown for the
record that he is in business with the godfathers of
the illegal Jewish regime, the Rothschild family,
in some sort of a laughable “ethical” coffee
venture (51). As for the IOF murdering Palestinian
children, well, it does, along with other Arab children
too. One only needs to look at Operation Pillar of Cloud,
Operation Cast Lead or the July War for the blatancy of
IOF’s mass kid killing. If something more recent is
needed, look no further than the psychotic, ritualistic
murder of 3-year old Palestinian Hala Abu Sabikha,
who was just standing outside her home with her
two brothers when “Israeli” warplanes bombed
illegally besieged Gaza in late December 2013
(52).
The 15th of November in 2007 saw Dieudo getting
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slapped with a fine of 5,000 Euros for calling Jews
“slave traders”. Harsh? Possibly. Crude? Maybe. Direct?
Without a doubt. But inaccurate? Not even close. The
Nation of Islam’s Historical Research Department
obliterated the myth of a nonexistent Jewish role in the
Transatlantic Slave Trade and pulled back the curtains
on one of history’s most forgotten chapters with its
three must-read volumes, all derived solely from Jewish
sources: The Secret Relationship Between Blacks
and Jews Volume 1” (53), The Secret Relationship
Between Blacks and Jews Volume 2: How Jews
Gained Control Of The Black American Economy
(54)
and Jews Selling Blacks: Slave Sale
Advertising by American Jews (55).

Dieudonné with a copy of The Secret Relationship
Between Blacks and Jews Vol. 2: How Jews Gained
Control Of The Black American Economy; there is no
Jewish myth that this brother isn't willing to confront.

These books proved, unquestionably, that Jews did not
have a role of prominence but a role of dominance; of
preeminence; they were the movers and the shakers of
the Transatlantic Slave Trade, the makers and the
takers, the wheelers and the dealers. To deny it would
be equivalent to denying the blue hue of the sky on a
day when clouds aren’t present. Additionally, a recent
Jewish Telegraph Agency piece confirmed that
large swathes of Dutch Jewry were actively
involved in slave trading (56), and a Jewish Daily
Forward story from July 2013 confirmed that “Most
southern Jews defended slavery, and some went
further, advocating its expansion (57).”
June 26th, 2008 brought the next ludicrous fine on top
of Dieudonné’s head, this time in the amount of 7,000
Euros for dubbing slamming the “Holocaust” as
“memorial pornography”. Now, besides from the
philosophical weight the remark carries, in which it
implies that Jewish suffering has been granted primacy

over all other sufferings and it is habitually used by
Organized Jewish Interests in a pornographic manner to
subvert, usurp, exploit, influence and corrupt in the
name of “preserving the Jewish people” or “protecting
‘Israel’s’ right to exist”, there is, again, that pesky
matter of evidence. Is there evidence to back
Dieudonné up? The answer is an emphatic “yes”.
For two years straight, the demented, depraved
“Israelis” have held a “Miss Holocaust Survivor”
pageant (58), parading alleged “survivors” of World
War II persecution around on a stage in a celebration of
“Holocaust” myths and Zionism in general. Even more
excruciatingly perverse are the Stalags, pornographic
pocket books based made up of “Nazism”, sex and
violence created by Zionist Jews who pretended to have
translated the books from English to Hebrew to hide the
fact that this sexual deviancy was “distinctly Israeli”.
Once thought to be one of the societal secrets of
the usurping Jewish entity, the Stalags are
making a comeback (59). If that doesn’t define
“memorial pornography” to the letter, I truly do not
know what will.
February 27th, 2009 saw Dieudonné slammed with a
whopping $75,000.00 fine after he blasted popular
French-Algerian-Jewish singer and actor Patrick Bruel,
stating that he was “practically an Israeli soldier.
So when they bomb southern Lebanon and they
kill Palestinian children, for him, it’s normal.”
Dieudo also called him out for being “a product of
this ultra-Zionist political system, he’s a supermilitant… He has the superiority complex of
certain Israelis (60).” There is a broken record to be
heard here. Bruel is indeed an ultra-Zionist, and as is
the case with all other ultra-Zionists, he cares not one
bit for the Arab children murdered by his beloved
criminal Jewish entity. Bruel has a longstanding musical
relationship with the illegal occupation regime,
performing there on many, many occasions,
including as recently as last year (61), and has
recorded music with “Israeli” occupation “artists” going
back to 1996 (62).
Solidifying
Bruel’s
ultra-Zionist
credentials
are
his performance at the noxious, malevolent “Tel
Aviv” University (63), a horrific institution that has
played anabyssal role in Zionist expansionism
since the Nakba and is built on top of the
ethnically cleansed village of Sheikh Muwannis
(64), as well as his role in the cringe-worthy hasbara
flick “O Jerusalem”, which whitewashes the
Jewish terrorism of the Nakba and replaces it
with
the
age-old
Zionist
narrative
of
“independence and victimhood” (65). Bruel and his
tribalist cohorts can wax lyrical about “anti-Semitism”
as much as they want. Facts are facts and all Dieudo
did was lay them on the line for all to see.
Rounding out the farcical actions against Dieudonné are
the October 27th, 2009 case, in which he was hit with a
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fine of 10,000 Euros for “public insult of people of
Jewish faith or origin” after doing a show which
featured courageous “Holocaust” revisionist and truth
teller Dr. Robert Faurisson, and the June 8th 2010,
case in which the 47-year old activist-satirist was
sentenced to another fine of 10,000 Euros for
defamation after he criticized LICRA as a “mafia-like
association that organizes censorship”. The Faurisson
case is notably nitwitted as it does not vindicate
International Jewry’s crusade against Dieudo and his
remarks about Jewish-Zionist power but rather
vociferously invalidates it, into oblivion even.

LICRA. The notorious Zionist pressure group also
led a “free speech” assault on a dozen Palestine
solidarity activists (66), and will certainly continue
on its silencing spree in the name of “chosenite”
interests whenever its latest violation of Dieudo’s most
basic rights has ceased.

Considering the brazen (and true) nature of the
language on this cover, how demented is it that
Dieudonné can be called "anti-Semitic" for simply
pointing out the obvious?
Dieudonné and Dr. Robert Faurisson: truth-telling birds
of a feather flock together.

Faurisson’s views on World War II and even Zionism
aside, Dieudo was charged, basically, for being in the
company of someone not liked by Jews; someone that
Jews find offensive because that person has an
educated opinion different from theirs about a certain
historical event. That’s all. There is nothing remotely
“democratic” about this outrage. Flip the script now and
imagine, just imagine, if Jewish-Zionist leaders and
entertainers were charged for “public insult of people of
Muslim faith or Arab origin” because they went palling
around France with officials from the usurping Zionist
regime? At least these charges would be rooted in
validity as Arabs and Muslims indeed feel insulted by
the existence of “Israel” and the genocide it has
committed against the Ummah for more than six
decades! Nonetheless, the undoubted response that
would be unleashed by International Jewry over such a
scenario is too astronomical to even theorize on what it
may be.
The fatuity of the LICRA case is self-evident. It is really
not in the realm, nay, the universe, nay, the very
dimension of deniability that LICRA is not a “mafia-like
association that organizes censorship”. If anything,
Dieudo should be awarded for finding new synonyms
for “mafia” and “censorship”, both of which are
interchangeable with LICRA. It hasn’t just been
Dieudonné who has had a target painted on his back by

Perhaps even more debunkable than the accusations
that led to legal proceedings against Dieudonné are
those that didn’t. While one could fill up the pages of a
book series in compiling such remarks from rabid
Zionist Jews and their lobby organizations, there are
two, just two specifically that are most relevant to this
study and most worthy of analytical dismemberment.
An Arutz Sheva report from December 2009 sought to
yet again conflate Dieudonné with “Nazism” because he
established a working relationship with Iran and
threw shots at Hollywood for being the “long arm
of Zionist culture (67)”. But when it is known that
Hollywood is controlled by Jewish supremacists,
that Hollywood is inextricably linked with the
genocidal Zionist regime, that Hollywood spreads
ungodly, racist propaganda against Arabs and
Muslims, that Hollywood uses celebrities as
hasbara mouthpieces and that Hollywood is
integral to the Zionist balkanization stratagem in
the Middle East, Syria and Sudan in particular
(68), how can his comment be taken for anything
other than truth?
More prevalent than his Hollywood observation is
Dieudo’s remark in a pro-Dieudonné film entitled “Is it
allowed to discuss with Dieudonne?”, made by a
journalist and a fan of his. The film earned him heavy
condemnation from the Union of Jewish Students in
Belgium (UEJB) and the European Union of Jewish
Students (EUJS), mainly due to him declaring that
“the biggest swindlers of the planet are the Jews
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(69).” As coarse as the anti-Zionist humorist’s
comment may have been, pleasantry isn’t the issue at
here; truth is. And truthful is precisely the word needed
to sum up Dieudo’s proclamation.
Have the UEJB and EUJS not heard of the Rothschild
family? Are the UEJB and EUJS not in the know about
this fiercely demonic gang of Talmudic, Zionist
bankers
who
funded
British
and
French
colonialism and imperialism, easily the greatest
“swindles” of the modern era, which ravaged the
African continent especially (70)? Have these
Zionists not heard of Bernie Madoff, whose historic,
infamous financial $50 billion “swindle” was deeply
connected to “Israeli” intrigue on 9/11 (71)?
Have these concerned Jewish students not heard of
Scott Rothstein, the South Floridian Jewish lawyer who
orchestrated a $1.2 billion ponzi “swindle” and
sailed off into the sunset of flamboyance and
mass political influence (72)? What about Irving
Rosenfeld and Jordan Belfort? Are the UEJB and EUJS
not aware of these tremendously immoral Jewish con
men whose “swindling” lives are now blazing across the
silver screen in Oscar-nominated glorifications of their
exploits (73)?

NY slumlord Menachem Stark: one of many, and many is
indeed the word, Jewish "swindlers" across the globe.

Does the name Joseph Greenblatt ring any bells for the
UEJP and EUJS? This Orthodox Jew ran a ponzi
scheme worth tens of millions of dollars that
“swindled” his own community before being
caught and sentenced to fair amount of prison
time (74). If they haven’t heard of Greenblatt, they
must not have heard of Shervin Neman, a Persian
Jew in Los Angeles who followed in Greenblatt’s
footsteps by “swindling” members of his own
“tribe” out of millions (75). Menachem Stark is
another “swindler” of interest that the Zionist college-

goers should be cognizant of. This Hasidic real estate
developer was known to New York law enforcement as
a “scammer” and a man who “f***ed over a few
people”, and more than likely would have kept
doing so if he didn’t wind up dead in a trash bin
(76). And while we’re still in New York, let us not fail to
mention the Jewish orchestration of a multimillion
dollar “swindle” at the Metropolitan Council on
Jewish Poverty (77).
And the “swindle” doesn’t even come close to ending
there. It has been uncovered, in a matter most
humiliating to International Zionism, its arms the UEJP
and the EUJS and like-minded Jews worldwide, that
Gilad and Omri Sharon, the sons of now dead war
criminal Ariel “Butcher of Beirut” Sharon, kept
their Zionist maniac of a father on life support
after he fell into a coma because they wanted to
pocket his three pensions for a handful of
“swindler’s” endeavors (78). Arguably the most
profane
and
geopolitically
reverberating Jewish
“swindle” of the last decade was that of the
bankrupting of Iceland, something little-known to many
astute analysts. Dorrit Moussaieff, the First Lady of
Iceland, the Tchenguiz brothers, Simon Halabi,
Moises and Mendi Gertner, all “Israeli” Jews
(79),along with Major General Danny Rothschild, a
former head of Israeli military intelligence
(80), brought down Iceland’s economy in a mega-scam
as a means of showing the world that all independent
nations, no matter how stable, can crumble if
International Jewry sticks its destabilizing hands into
their coffers.
Aside from the economic decapitation of Iceland, and,
of course, the ongoing Rothschild-financing of
imperialism, there is no Jewish “swindle” that has
affected the world more negatively, devastatingly
really, than the existence of the cancerous thing known
as “Israel”. Built on the myths of “making the desert
bloom” and “a land without a people for a people
without a land”, fortified under the mask of
“independence” through the ethnic cleansing of
upwards of 800,000 aboriginal Palestinians in the
Nakba, and upheld by a powerful influential
network spanning the globe and supported by the
vast majority of World Jewry (81), the usurping
Zionist entity represents the very essence of what a
“swindle” is.
Whether Dieudo’s detractors like it or not, Jews are
indeed the world’s greatest swindlers, and even nonJewish hyper-swindlers like Allen Stanford are
intimately linked with the upper echelons of the
Zionist Power Configuration (82), confirming that
for one to “get in where he fits in”, to establish himself
in the world of high finance, one must recognize and
commit himself to serving the kingmakers, who, in this
case, are Organized Jewish Interests. Truth be told,
"swindling" is as Jewish as the Talmud itself. As
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evidenced by the aforementioned Jewish-made films
about “chosenite” con men Rosenfeld and Belfort, or
the
phrase “memorial
pornography”,
which
originated with “Israeli” historian Idith Zertal
(83), Dieudo was fined, essentially, for saying what
Jews have said and written themselves, simply
reinforcing the fact that there is in place a global
system of apartheid, or more aptly, “hafrada”, the
Hebrew word for separation, which divides Jews from
non-Jews.

slavery in French colonies, the Algerian war, and many
other events are never mentioned. The Zionist lobby
imposes an unequal competition, a hierarchy in
the sufferings of different communities, which is
completely obscene (85).” With that noted, another
bang-on Dieudo barb comes to mind, this time in an
interview quoted by the Zionist-owned New York Times
in June 2012, “Our submission to the Shoah has
come to such degree that it became a new
religion (86).”

International Jewry is the name...
And "swindle" is the game.

It is not what Dieudonné said, or how he said it, but
that he dared to even open his mouth in a challenging
manner to begin with. The Zionist Power Configuration
has no problem whatsoever with Gentiles, or “goyim” in
Jewish eyes, speaking of Jewish wealth, power,
influence and “achievement” in a positive light, offering
up praises as if Zionism represented a “god” of sorts,
but the moment a “goy” raises his voice in loud
objection to the globe-spanning string-pulling of
International Jewry, he will become a pariah faster than
he can repeat the hideous myth of “6 million Jews died
in the Holocaust and they are holier than the holiest of
holies”.
Regarding Jews themselves, it is no issue for them to
speak about their prowess as economic controllers,
media barons and political subverters, as long as it
follows a golden rule of being done “out of the
earshot of the goyim” as Jewish-Zionist author JJ
Goldberg so delightfully and bigotedly described
it (84). Dieudonné defiantly broke this golden rule,
and it is for this reason why International Zionism
decided to drop the ax on his head. Not because its
accusations against him hold any weight, but because
his words do.

Conclusion:
Football Jerseys, Holocaustianity and The
Incoming Battle Between Silence and Defiance
Central to the war on Dieudonné is the always
explosive topic of the “Holocaust”. In an interview with
Iran’s Press TV in April 2010, Dieudo fired away, “In
France, for example, we commemorate only one of the
events that have caused suffering for people – the
Holocaust. Other events where mankind has suffered
injustice are completely overlooked. For example,

Pushed by Organized Jewish Interests down the throat
of the world, "Jewish suffering" is meant to have
primacy over and above all other sufferings on earth.

Taking it in an even more abyssal direction on this very
point, while simultaneously noting the colossal
hypocrisy of Organized Jewish Interests, the FrenchCameroonian master of mockery and savant of sarcasm
hit the game-winner at the buzzer in a 2013 interview
with the Nation of Islam, “The Jewish Holocaust is like a
trophy. In France one can caricature Prophet
Muhammad, one can say the Pope of Rome is a
pedophile, one can even say slavery did not exist. But
you cannot contest the reality of the Jewish
Holocaust. The Holocaust is a new god (87).”
The name of this new religion that brother Dieudonné
speaks of is Holocaustianity and the “god” of it is the
mythical, almost sentient collective that can simply be
referred
to
as
“The
6
Million”.
Challenging
Holocaustianity is blasphemy; demanding proof of “The
6 Million” or innocently questioning why the number
can certainly be increased if need be, as a means of
praising “The 6 Million”, but never lowered, is
punishable by death, both literally and figuratively in
the form of character assassination. The priest class of
Holocaustianity is International Jewry, and it indeed
takes a “tithe” from the world in the form of
“reparations” for the “The 6 Million”, extracted chiefly
from European regimes that are brutally beaten over
the head again and again with the most dangerous as
well as effective weapon of guilt; manufactured guilt at
that, for an event that did not even occur in the
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manner in which we are told it occurred. The “church”
from which the “gospel” of Holocaustianity is
“preached” is none other than the airwaves of the
media controlled by the priest class, and the
congregation to whom it preaches to is none other than
the “goyim”, who sop up every bit of it in an unknowing
ode to their masters.
As is the case with every religion, there are heretics
and apostates. And quite frankly, to be heretical in the
era of Holocaustianity is the most revolutionary,
defiant, courageous, honorable, dignified and downright
gutsy thing one can pride himself or herself on being.
Furthermore, due to “The 6 Million” being invoked by
Jewish neocons as the primary motivational
factor that drove them to organize and implement
imperial wars of aggression for Organized Jewish
Interests (88), it is not only preferable or
recommendable but obligatory to strip off your shackles
of Zion and become a Holocaustianity Heretic.
Humanity’s future depends on the categorical rejection
of Holocaustianity’s self-proclaimed uniqueness and the
overthrow of Holocaustianity’s “chosenite” priest class.

The French people have had it with Zionist puppet
Hollande and the entire Jewish plutocratic system. They
want real change and all it is going to take is a single
spark to set them off. Dieudonné just may be it.

Geopolitical designs are resting at the center of the
ongoing clash between Dieudonné and the Zionist
powers that be. Holocaustianity is used in France to
justify its increasing pro-“Israel” policy in the Arab and
Islamic world, a policy which Dieudonné openly defies,
especially regarding Libya. The “Israeli” regime
itself, through its Jewish Agency, one of its many
ethnic cleansing arms, is also employing
Holocaustianity, and Dieudonné’s challenging of
it, to push Jews into leaving France for occupied
Palestine and starting a new life as illegal
colonists (89). The Gayssot Law, one of Europe’s
several thought crime laws, is in place to silence
Holocaustianity Heretics and uphold International
Zionism’s stranglehold over France. But the French
people, indigenous and immigrant alike, aren’t falling
for the trickery anymore. Sick of the Jewish-Zionist

plutocracy and its shabbos goyim, they’re rising
up. The support for Dieudo and his comrade Alain
Soral is blasting through the roof and a growing
resistance is demanding the dissolution of the
entire corrupted system (90).
As it was stated in the beginning of this essay, Dieudo’s
hardships are “a microcosm of the global Jewish-Zionist
assault on genuine, unmitigated freedom of speech.”
Amid his fight from the French front, a handful of
significant events unfolded that only amplify this point.

Regardless of the ban slapped on its old jerseys,
Palestino defied Organized Jewish Interests and
maintained the map of historic Palestine on its new
design.

In December, a football club in Chile called Palestino,
founded by the large Chilean Palestinian community,
unveiled jerseys in which the number one is shaped like
the map of historic Palestine. After Jewish organizations
within Chile went ballistic about it, the jerseys were
banned by the Chilean football federation in a
move that can only be described as “1984ish”
(91). Leading the pressure internationally was, as one
could expect, the ADL and its abhorrent head,
Abraham Foxman (92). Palestino though, in the
typically resistant fashion of the Palestinian spirit, has
rebuked the ban, maintaining the map of historic
Palestine, albeit in a different design, and defiantly
declaring, “We are not at the mercy of what the
Jewish community likes or dislikes (93).” How's
that for a quenelle?!

The "anti-Semitic" cartoon banned by the Economist
after pressure from the likes of the ADL.

Following the bullying of Palestino came a bizarre
incident with the Economist, a magazine partly
owned by the ultra-Zionist Rothschild family
(94). TheEconomist published a story about threats to
the interim nuclear agreement with the Islamic
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Republic of Iran, and with it, a picture of the US
Congress shackling President Obama and ostensibly
keeping him from completing the deal. Featured on the
symbol of the US was the six-pointed star also found on
the usurping Zionist entity’s flag.
Despite the fact that this is an accurate rendering of
the congressional symbol, and that the six-pointed star
can also be found on the back of the American one
dollar bill, the Zionist Lobby, led yet again by the
ADL, threw a monstrous fit, shrieking that the
cartoon
is
“anti-Semitic”,
and
the Economist pulled the cartoon (95). Authenticity
be damned.
Lastly, right on the heels of the Economist scandal,
came the Orwellian ordeal of Mohamed Salah, a
massively talented Egyptian football star signed by the
British club Chelsea, owned by the aforementioned
Jewish-Zionist gangster Roman Abramovich. Prior to
the closing of the deal, Salah had to clarify why
he didn’t shake hands with an “Israeli” team
several months prior, and also repudiate all antiZionist statements attributed to him (96). What
his political sentiments have to do with his outstanding
gift on the field is anyone’s guess, but what certainly
can be assumed is the condition placed on Salah was
not about football. It was about control, something the
Zionists have in abundance and something that they
want to preserve wherever it is.

at, what to wear, what to draw and what to say, then
the next logical demand that they will ask, nay, order
you to abide by will be what to think. Already, the
divisions are being ignited. The so-called “Palestine
Solidarity Movement”, in a follow-up to their
attack on anti-Zionist, anti-Jewish-supremacist
thinker, writer and activist Gilad Atzmon (81),
have already shown where they stand, condemning
Dieudo as an “anti-Semite” (97), in perfect lockstep
with the Zionists they claim to be fighting. As Dieudo
himself brightly noted in the Press TV interview noted
earlier in this essay, “What I’m trying to say is that
Zionism is dividing humanity. It is trying to rule
by making us fight one another. They have
organized all the wars and organized all the
disorders on this planet (85).”
Clearly, this
concept just soars over the heads of these “solidarity”
activists. They are blind to the big picture.

Dieudonné understands that liberationism is the only
way... Are you with him?

Zion has declared war on your thoughts... Will you
obey? Or will you resist?

While Dieudonné, Palestino, a political cartoon in an
elitist magazine like theEconomist and Mohamed Salah
may not seem like they have much in common, in all
actuality, they are as interconnected as the sun, moon
and stars. There is something happening in the world.
Something horrifying. Something that threatens the
very way that humanity functions. This is not some
post-apocalyptic dystopian future flick pumped out by
the filth factory known as Jewish Hollywood. This is not
a science fiction novel. This is not a soothsayer feeding
you an unhealthy dose of gloom and doom. This is real.
This is true. This is now. Right now. International
Zionism has declared war on your thoughts and
there are only two choices before you: be silent or be
defiant.
If Organized Jewish Interests can tell you what to laugh

Zionism is not just an enterprise that illegally and
genocidally occupies the land between the Jordan River
and the Mediterranean Sea. Zionism is an enterprise
that has illegally and genocidally colonized the globe.
And if we do not recognize it as such, we will not go the
victorious way of Iran and Hizbullah, but the tragic way
of states and movements before them that no longer
exist because they were trampled under the jackboot of
imperialism and its parent company, International
Jewish Finance.
Decolonization is our aim. And it is achievable with
every little act of resistance. But the question is: How
can we liberate our lands if our minds aren’t liberated in
totality first? Liberate your mind! Let go of your fear!
Scream at the top of your lungs: “Down with
Holocaustianity! Down with Zionism! Down with Jewish
supremacy! Down with “Israel” and its imperialism!
Down with the bankers led by the Rothschild clan and
their capitalist disease! Down with slavery and
oppression everywhere!” Once you’re done screaming,
scream just a little more. Then a little bit more after
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that. Scream ‘till your voice is gone. But don’t you
worry at that point, because there will be an army to
your front, back, left and right, screaming just as loudly
as you. If we all put our voices together, in a
cacophony of resistance, there is nothing that
humanity’s most terrible tyrants will be able to hold on
to when the organic winds of change blow them away.
In unison with our ancestors, in honor of the martyrs
who will undoubtedly fall on our chosen path of
defiance over silence, and in solidarity with Dieudonné
M’bala M’bala, let our screams shake the world.
~ The End ~
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French Controversial Comic by The European Jewish Press
70. The Zionist Infestation Of Africa: Zimbabwe To Uganda,
Congo To Somalia And Beyond by Jonathan Azaziah, Mask of
Zion
71. James Crown: The Israeli Connection In The Madoff Scam
by Christopher Bollyn
72. How Scott Rothstein Rode $1.2 Billion Ponzi Scheme To
Wealth And Power by Warren Richey, The Christian Science
Monitor
73. Jewish Con Men Shine In Oscar Nominations by Tom
Tugend, The Jewish Journal
74. Orthodox Jew Sentenced In $32 Million Ponzi Scheme by
Shmarya Rosenberg, Failed Messiah
75. SEC Halts Ponzi Scheme Targeting Persian Jews In LA by
The Times Of Israel
76. Kidnapped Developer’s Body Found In Dumpster by Larry
Celona, Laura Italiano, Natasha Velez and Jamie Schram, The
New York Post
77. Two More Charged In Met Council Scam by The Jewish
Journal
78. Israeli Sources: Sharon Kept In A Coma For 8 Years So His
Sons Could Collect His Three Pensions by Wayne Madsen, The
Wayne Madsen Report/The Ugly Truth
79. Iceland - The Hallmarks Of An Israeli Operation by
Christopher Bollyn
80. Israel’s Danny Rothschild And The Plundering of Iceland by
Christopher Bollyn
81. The Tribal Nexus: Zionists And “Anti-Zionists” Unite To
Ensure The Survival Of “Israel” by Jonathan Azaziah, Mask of
Zion
82. The Zionist Mega-Scams of 9/11, Bernard Madoff And
Allen Stanford by Christopher Bollyn

83. Dieudonné And The Uses Of Anti-Semitism by Diana
Johnstone, Counter Punch
84. American Jews Cannot Conduct a Discussion of Jewish
Power Out of Earshot of ‘the Goyim’ by Philip Weiss,
Mondoweiss
85. French Comedian Dieudonné M’bala M’bala on Zionism by
French Dissidents
86. A French Jester Who Trades in Hate by Maia de la Baume,
The New York Times
87. Tony Parker, The ADL And The French Farrakhan by
Tingba Muhammad, Nation of Islam Research Group
88. The Accusation Of “Anti-Semitism” I: Zionism, “Jewish
Israelis” And Revisionism by Jonathan Azaziah, Mask of Zion
89. Blasphemy In Secular France by Diana Johnstone, Counter
Punch
90. State Repression In France Only Makes The Resistance
Grow Stronger by The Vineyard Of The Saker
91. Chile Bans Palestino Football Club “Anti-Israel” Shirt by
BBC
92. ADL Urges FIFA Action Over Chilean Team’s Jersey by Elad
Benari, Arutz Sheva
93. Chilean Soccer Team Defies League, Retains Palestine On
Jersey by Ira Glunts, Mondoweiss
94. The Rothschild Who Plans To Make Big Business Honest by
James Ashton, The Independent
95. ‘Economist’ Pulls Cartoon Showing Obama Shackled To
Congress Bearing Star Of David by Philip Weiss, Mondoweiss
96. The Handshake Saga Of New £11m Chelsea Signing
Mohamed Salah by Sam Wallace, The London Evening
Standard
97. Dieudonné Is An Anti-Semite And Should Be Rejected
From The Pro-Palestinian Community by As’ad AbuKhalil, The
Angry Arab News Service

********
Jonathan Azaziah is the product of an Iraqi Muslim
father whose family descended from the holy, resistant
city of Kufa and a Moroccan-Hebrew (Mizrahi) and
Russian mother, Jonathan Azaziah a.k.a. Madd Cold is
an MC, poet, activist, writer and journalist from
Brooklyn, New York currently residing in Florida. His
articles, poems and music predominantly deal with
international Zionism and the cruel effect that it has on
the world's oppressed people. He is also a staff writer
for Pakistan's premier alternative media outlet, Opinion
Makerhttp://www.opinionmaker.org/author/jonathanazaziah/, the host of the "Mask of Zion Report" on The
Ugly
Truth
Broadcasting
Network
–
www.theuglytruth.wordpress.com and an affiliate of the
world- renowned BrassTacks institute, founded by
Pakistani luminary Syed Zaid Zaman Hamid. His first
full-length album, Son of Kufa Volume 1: Rise of The
Anomaly, is due out by the end of January 2014.
He can be reached at jonathan.azaziah@gmail.com.
http://www.maskofzion.com/2014/02/dont-laugh-itsanti-semitic.html
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Australia's First Revisionist Conference An Outstanding Success
By Geoff Muirden
Australia's first historical revisionist conference, held in
Adelaide on 7 -- 9 August 1998, was well attended with
guest speakers from around the world, including Arthur
Butz, Jürgen Graf, Andrew Gray, John Sack, and some
who attended via videos and phone linkups. The last
time such a gathering had met was four years ago in
the United States.
The aim was a symposium to draw together interested
persons from around the world and attempt to
overcome the factionalism within the revisionist
movement
which
has
drained
individuals
of
unnecessary energy. This internal family squabble
pleases the enemy of revisionism because such public
in-fighting, often the result of a basic clash of wills, sets
back the task of publishing the real history of World
War II. The most recent example of such is Ron
Rosenbaum's interview with David Irving wherein
Rosenbaum quotes Irving as saying something about
"cracked anti-Semites", and how Irving intends to
distance himself from his current followers as soon as
he again becomes a "respectable historian". Irving
denies he ever made such or similar comments.
It was also hoped that the symposium would show how
scholarly and pioneering our work is. The Australian
Human Rights and Equal Opportunity Commission
before whom we stand accused of being "anti-Semitic"
and "racial haters" will, it is hoped, realize that our
work cannot be reduced to one of simplistic
terminology. Our field of study is far more embracing,
and by attempting to reduce it to one of sloganeering
the enemy is attempting to deprive us of our
intellectual freedom. This we vigorously oppose -- and
that is why we look forward to attending the next
International Revisionist Symposium in the near future
which
may
be
held
in
Dublin,
Ireland.
The symposium began on Friday, 7 August, [1998] at 6
pm when participants gathered at The Feathers Hotel
for registration and an informal dinner [in Adelaide,
South Australia]. We were honoured to have among our
guests the Ambassador of the United Arab Emirates. On
Saturday morning about fifty participants arrived for
the two-day symposium in the dignified surroundings of
Fernilee Lodge. The proceedings were videod by Mr
Thomas Knight of Independent Studios, Melbourne, and
five three-hour tapes are now available. Some technical
glitches occurred when a few phone calls did not go
through, and occasionally speeches had to be cut down
for lack of time, but in general this auspicious occasion
went off exceptionally well. Adelaide Institute intends to
publish the full proceedings in book-form. Dr Fredrick
Töben and all who helped plan and run this event, the
organizations which supplied the technical equipment,
the venue and the accommodation, are to be
commended
for
doing
such
a
good
job.
There is no room here to give a detailed summary of all
the speeches so I offer here my analysis. Dr Töben
opened the proceedings by welcoming all participants
and reading out greetings from political prisoners
Günter Deckert, Udo Walendy, Jack vanTongeren -- all
currently in jail, and Christopher Steele. The hand-out
included a paper by Mr Peter Myers: "The Role of Hitler
in the New World Order" -- which will be published in
the November newsletter. He affirmed the need for

truth in history to be proclaimed at a time of attempted
suppression of free speech by the "real haters", those
who hate freedom of discussion.
Dr Töben screened an earlier video taken from a 1994
ABC-TV's Nightline program which included comments
by present Adelaide Institute Assistant Director, Geoff.
Muirden, and Jeremy Jones, from the Executive Council
of Australian Jewry, about the Holocaust issue.
The program starred prominent "exterminationist"
Professor Deborah Lipstadt who complained that
revisionists were "the lunatic fringe", and "haters who
spread hateful contamination", not to be taken
seriously by "reputable historians".

Fredrick Töben standing in the alleged homicidal
gas chamber, Krema I, at Auschwitz Stammlager
Dr Töben then screened a second video, an excerpt
from Channel 9's Nightline program which again
featured Mr Jeremy Jones who bitterly complained
about the revisionists being haters. Dr Töben, who was
also interviewed for that program, made the remark
that those who usually label others as haters are
themselves the haters.
Mr Mark Weber
Director of the Institute for Historical Review sent his
greetings per video. He remarked that the IHR now had
its own Website, replacing Greg Raven's, and were
scoring 800 hits a day. He claimed that the
"exterminationist" claims were gradually being whittled
down and cited Faurisson's famous quip: "No Holes, No
Holocaust", meaning that the four square holes
allegedly in the ceiling of the "gas chambers" and the
supposedly hollow columns which carried gas, were
both false claims, that there were in fact no such holes.
Dr Töben verified this when in April 1997 he visited
Auschwitz in person, burrowed under the ruins and
could find no trace of either of them. A telephone linkup
with Weber produced his comment that nothing of the
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scope of the Australian conference had been held
before and he is interested in planing for such, perhaps
in Europe somewhere next year. While talking on the
telephone Dr Töben used a laptop to display the
speaker's Internet website.
Dr William DeMaria
Lecturer at the School of Social Work and Social Policy,
University of Queensland, author of The British
Whistleblowers Protection Bill: a shield too small spoke
on The Death Of Dissent. Dr De Maria insisted that it
was a myth to say that Australia was democratic, that,
in fact, about the only right one had was to buy
products -- then only if one had the money. He saw
little support for whistleblowers and was concerned
about the attempt to suppress the free speech of
Pauline Hanson, indicating the low state of Australian
democracy. Democracy was now "in crisis", like a
patient on "life support". Dr DeMaria saw the One
Nation movement as a reaction against despotism and
he said we were not free but the illusion of freedom
was maintained to keep the system going, Actually,
there was only a measure of freedom for those at the
top of the social pyramid. Even the universities had
ceased to be centres of dissent and had become "edubusiness", training for job placement instead of
debating and searching for truth. Noticing a large Asian
intake of students, he commented that we were
training "the Asian mandarins of tomorrow".
Dr Joel Hayward
Owing to illness, this historian -- Senior Lecturer at
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand -was not present at the meeting, nor could he
participate in the phone linkup. Dr Hayward is the first
historian to have written a Master's thesis on
"revisionism and the Holocaust". Later, in his video
presentation, Dr Robert Countess commented on Dr
Hayward's thesis which supports what revisionists have
been saying for decades.
Mr David Irving
Although expecting to establish contact with Mr Irving
by phone link on the issue of A reply to Robert Mannes'
critique and Battlefront Update, it was not possible to
reach him while Irving was driving to a speaking
engagement at Niagara Falls in the United States. We
also learned that the proposed 15 August Irving/BBCTV visit to Auschwitz was cancelled by the museum
officials -- without reason. Irving is currently before a
London court conducting his defamation action against
Professor Deborah Lipstadt.
Mr David Thomas
The co-Webmaster of the Bradley Smith website,
Committee For Open Debate On The Holocaust
(CODOH)
from
the
United
States
also
was
uncontactable. He had cently provided Dr Töben with
valuable information concerning an email threat which
had been sent from the US to Dr Töben.
Mr Michael Collins-Piper
Author of Final Judgment: The Missing Link In The JFK
Assassination
Conspiracy,
Mr
Michael
CollinsPiper spoke to the meeting by phone link. He insisted
that Mossad was behind the Kennedy assassination and

to date he has found no contradictory evidence. He said
that he had now issued the 4th edition of his book, the
size of which had doubled, and had simply added to the
compelling evidence. Mr Collins-Piper claimed that his
was the "only book which paints a wide-ranging picture
of the JFK conspiracy". Uproar against the book in the
US had given it publicity and boosted sales. The
"Kennedy cult" was of great interest in the States, and
people of different political views took his explanation
seriously. He commented that the Achilles heel of
Zionism had been pricked by the book.
Mr Hans Schmidt
Editor of GANPAC Brief and author of Jailed in
Democratic Germany, was contacted by phone link and
gave his account of being arrested in Germany for his
critical comments against Jews and freemasons. He felt
that the judge who examined his case had given him a
chance to leave the country, which he had taken. His
book on his prison experience in Germany was selling
well in the U.S.
Mr Doug Collins
Retired columnist of the North Shore News, in
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada, whose article
"Swindler's List" landed him before the British Columbia
Human Rights Commission, spoke on People's Courts,
Star Chamber Revisited, Soft Gloved Dictatorship, Or
The New Inquisition. Doug Collins was contacted by
phone link, and remarked that the BC Human Rights
Commission was much like the Canadian Human Rights
Commission, where the truth of comments were taken
as no defence. In Canada at the moment, anyone could
be charged with discrimination and bringing them into
hatred and contempt, the courts deciding what is
"discrimination". He remarked that it had cost the North
Shore News over $Ca200,000 in legal fees to get an
acquittal of the charges in 1997, so this was
intimidation by organizations that don't want free
speech. He commented that Canada's organised Jewry
had initially hoped to quickly wear down himself and
the North Shore News, but this hadn't happened. There
had been a backlash by the "goyim". He expected that
in time the Canadian or BC Supreme Court would
decide whether truth could be a defence in such
proceedings.
Mrs Olga Scully
Tasmanian Associate of the Adelaide Institute, who is
facing examination by the Australian Human Rights
Commission as a result of complaints lodged by Mr
Jeremy Jones of the Executive Council of Australian
Jewry (ECAJ) gave An Update On Developments In My
Battle Against Australia's Zionist Lobby, detailing her
experiences, in which "the traditional enemy of truth"
didn't want information circulated by leaflets and tried
to stop her doing so in her home town of Launceston,
Tasmania. She remarked that her appeal against the
HREOC was supported by Jack King, Jack Selzer, David
Brochschmidt and Dr Töben. She was waiting on the
results of her last hearing at the end of August, 1998. A
new hearing date has now been set for sometime in
November 1998.
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Mr Nigel Jackson
A revisionist poet, and author of The Case For David
Irving, spoke about The Truth And The Taboo: Some
Reflections In The Australian Context. Mr Jackson
commented that, just as Hamlet had to murder more
and more people to attain control, so the Zionists had
to keep "murdering" debate on the Holocaust issue,
producing more and more laws. "making Pontius Pilate
look mediocre".
He said that the suppression of free speech in Australia
will spread unless our citizens take "disinfective" steps
but there were only a few revisionists in the total
population. Mr Jackson remarked that the media
attention given to the One Nation political party is
intended to quench attention given to Graeme
Campbell's Australia First political party. Mr Jackson
analyzed, in detail, debate on racial vilification laws in
1992 between himself, Mark Leibler, Robert Manne on
the issue of "racism" and "anti-Semitism", noting the
distortion of his arguments by his opponents.
Mr John Sack
American author of An Eve For An Eye, attended in
person to give a speech despite the fact that he
endorsed the "gas chambers" , the "six million" and the
"extermination" thesis, but in his book had argued
nevertheless that the torture and murder of German
civilians after World War II by Jewish camp
commanders was as much a "holocaust" for the
Germans involved as the Jewish version was for the
Jews. He noted the strenuous and hysterical attempts
to block him publicising the involvement of Jews in
torturing German prisoners by Jewish interests at the
United States Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington. He claimed a curious sense of
"redemption" for the Jews involved, admitting that they
tortured prisoners, but then insisting that they had
later "atoned" for this by refusing to continue the
torture and massacre of prisoners, realizing that this
would reduce them to the level of their enemies. He felt
that "hate" only makes more hate: it is not a
redemptive force.
Mr Jürgen Graf
The keynote speaker was Swiss revisionist Jürgen Graf,
author of numerous books and speaker of 17
languages, who on 16 July 1998 had just been
sentenced to 15 months prison and a 8,000 francs fine
for revisionist activities. It was during his stay in
Adelaide that Mr Graf was informed that he had lost his
teaching job on account of his 16 July conviction. He
spoke on Majdanek Concentration Camp: Some
Findings. He said that the only revisionist book on
Majdanek was Majdanek, In All Eternity, which accused
Zionists of exploiting Jews in that concentration camp.
He remarked that few Western researchers had
troubled to learn Polish. If they had, they would have
found that the Polish historians were generally reliable,
except in the number of victims and methods of
execution.
Mr
Graf
remarked
that
German
concentration camps served the purpose of isolating
anti-Nazi dissenters. By the end of 1941 the
deportation of Jews had created a manpower problem
for the war industry. The death rate in camps was high,
owing to typhus and poor sanitation. Reichsführer
Himmler had ordered the death rate in camps lowered,

which stands against claims of extermination. The
Resistance movement was active, which would mean
that if there had been gas chambers in Majdanek, it
would have been reported. No such reports exist. To
improve hygiene, camps were sewered, and the
sewerage of Majdanek was completed in 1943, as was
the provision of running water. Most prisoners were
Jews and Poles, many transferred from Auschwitz. Mr
Graf remarked that the history of Majdanek camp was a
history of ambition. It was meant to be part of a town
for the SS, but was only "a castle in the air." There
were
never
more
than
23,000
inmates.
Poles resorted to tricks to prove it was an
extermination camp. One was the pile of shoes kept for
cobbling, later exhibited as if they were the remnants
of slaughtered inmates. An historian of Majdanek
remarked that it was "completely open", "visible from
all sides". This would make it unsuitable as an
extermination camp since extermination could not be
kept secret, A "delousing chamber" was installed, and
could be seen by Polish workers who returned to their
homes at night, so if it had been a "gas chamber" the
Polish workmen could have reported it, but no such
reports were available.
In one alleged gas chamber, Zyklon B pellets were
supposedly poured into the chamber from the roof. If
the camp liberator had seen any openings in the roof,
he would have reported it, but made no such comment.
Regarding the fourth claimed gas chamber and the
biggest, Mr Graf mentioned the blue colour on the
walls, and two openings in the ceiling which he
personally visited on 27 June, 1997. He pointed out
that there was a large window in the alleged gas
chamber, which prisoners could have broken. He
concluded that this gas chamber was only for lice and
fleas.
Barrack 41 is the first building in Majdanek tourists visit
and is reputedly the site of a gas chamber But it has no
traces of Zyklon B. It does have canisters therein,
reputedly to have contained the lethal carbon monoxide
(CO) gas, but with the inscription CO 2 for carbon
dioxide gas which is not lethal! In any case the carbon
monoxide was supposedly introduced through a pipe.
Carlo Mattogno claims that this gas chamber actually
stored weapons.
In 1943 Germans were struggling against an enemy
superior in manpower and in this situation, why kill
valuable workers? Reports of mass murder at Majdanek
are exaggerated, for example, the killing of 70,000
victims who were thrown into three ditches. Mr Graf
estimated that to get rid of 70,000 corpses it would
have taken many tonnes of wood; days would be
required for the ditches to cool; tonnes of human ash
would need removal and unburned bones would have to
go to a grinding mill on a physically impossible scale. In
addition, the Resistance did not report on burning
corpses. In 1944 the Soviets "liberated" Majdanek, and
produced inflated figures of inmates of about 245,000
over the real figure. Many of the atrocity stories were of
Russian invention. Mr Graf argued that Majdanek was
the worst camp of all in terms of morbidity.
[Update: In a letter dated 24 August 1998 Graf
informed of the imprisonment of Swiss patriot Ernst
Indlekofer, publisher of Recht und Freiheit at the hands
of the "Zionist Occupation Regime".]
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Mr Geoff. Muirden
Assistant Director of Adelaide Institute, spoke on An
Overview Of Historical Revisionism In Australia. He
made the point that, while not the first revisionist in
Australia, John Bennett was probably the most active
and influential after he was converted to revisionism in
1979 by reading Arthur Butz' The Hoax of the Twentieth
Century. He has actively promoted the issue since 1979
in his booklet, a legal primer, Your Rights, and by
revisionist books and pamphlets sent to thousands of
people around Australia for which he had been widely
vilified. Bennett probably made the major contribution
to revisionism before the advent of the Adelaide
Institute and the development of its website with its
overseas links which then gave Australian revisionism
international coverage.
Mr John Bennett
Commented on Where To From here? summarizing his
contribution and remarking that revisionists had won
the battle for truth on paper, but hadn't won out in the
real world yet!
Professor Arthur Butz
This veteran revisionist from the United States didn't
need to be introduced because his book The Hoax of
the Twentieth Century, remains a classic which sums
up the relatively simple argument about the alleged
homicidal gas chambers at Auschwitz. Still suffering
from jetlag he asked to be relieved of his dinner speech
-- and it was possible to re-shuffle the program so that
he was the penultimate speaker for the day.
Professor Butz spoke on The Hoax Ends The Twentieth
Century, alluding to his book which he didn't feel
needed much revision. He mentioned the active
suppression of revisionism around the world, especially
in Germany. Speaking about the theory that anybody
could be motivated to attack someone because of "hate
literature" Professor Butz described this as "the most
Orwellian concept in circulation".
Professor Robert Faurisson
The final speaker of the day was French revisionist and
author of the famous quip "No Holes, No Holocaust". He
spoke by phone link after the screening of his
video Marshal Pétain, Anti-Communism And The
Revisionist Challenge. The video took viewers on a tour
of "Vichy France" when in 1944, Marshal Pétain made
Vichy the capital of France. What is not mentioned in
books is that more than 16 countries recognized the
Vichy government and sent ambassadors to France.
Now it is fashionable to smear Pétain for collaborating
with the Germans.
When asked about the future of revisionism, Faurisson
said "we shall never win and never lose". Revisionists
cannot win because they face a mindset that is 3,000
years old: the Jew against the "goyim", tracing back to
the time of Flaccus in ancient Rome. The Holocaust has
become a religion to the Jews and it cannot be fought
with reason. The Holocaust is "big business" because
"it's the golden calf of money -- it will never stop".
Professor Faurisson concluded, "If you want to keep up
this battle, try to be clear, simple, not pedantic, and
keep a smile on your face", and regard revisionism as
the last great intellectual adventure of the twentieth

century and the first of the twenty-first century.
That concluded the day's proceedings and we
adjourned until 7 pm when we met again for the formal
dinner.
SUNDAY, 9 AUGUST, 1998
Mr Andrew Gray
Copy editor of The Barnes Review and a world
authority on Richard Wagner spoke on Errors, Lies, And
Nonsense About Wagner.
He remarked that no one blames Lenin on Tolstoy or
Communism, but there is a world industry blaming
Wagner for creating Adolf Hitler.
Mr Gray cited some of the esoteric "stream of garble"
discussing Wagner, but leaving out the essence of his
art and constituting "a monumental detour around the
subject". Wagner dealt with almost all aspects of
civilization, saw the dangers of the mass media and
commented on the Jewish presence in them and music
as well. Part of Wagner's problem was financial. He was
not assured of a steady income because court theatres
gave "one-off" lump sum payments, not steady income.
Wagner did not possess a house of own his until he was
60.
Mr Gray stressed that Wagner understated his
involvement in the failed 1849 Dresden uprising. He
was actually one of three leaders and might have even
participated in loading hand grenades. After he wrote
Judaism and Music, he was vilified and has not been
forgiven to this day. He did suggest that the Jewish
canticle was largely a form of gargling! Mr Gray said it
was not in Wagner's nature to be half-hearted, and
would not back down under criticism. He had an
irascible temperament and there's his wife's calming
influence helped him through heart problems so he
could write Parsifal. Wagner, continued Mr Gray, was a
"skull-splitting genius", who had robbed music of its
innocence, meaning that sexuality pervades his music.
The evolution of the cognition is portrayed in Das
Rheingold. It starts with three innocent maids
swimming around, then the symbol of the cognition
enters in the form of an ugly dwarf, indicating that
reflective intelligence arose by an unattractive method.
Alberich tries to attract the Rhinemaidens and is turned
down by all three. Alberich decides that instead of
chasing women, something can be done with
consciousness itself. He goes to a factory and makes a
ring, the symbol of reflective consciousness. Only the
owner of the ring can control the power. Mr Gray stated
it was absurd to claim that Alberich was a specifically
Jewish caricature because through him Wagner raises
the question of the meaning of life itself. Gray concedes
that speculation on this remains open to the end of the
Ring and beyond. Parsifal may signal a farewell to
transcendence itself.
Mr Michael Hoffman, II
Director of the website, "Campaign for Radical Truth In
History', spoke by phone link on Racism In The Jewish
Talmud. Mr Hoffman remarked that revisionists had
been described as "racists" and "hatemongers", yet the
Babylonian Talmud, the Jewish "Bible" is itself "racist"
and "hateful".
Mr Hoffman disagrees with Israel Shahak, author
of Jewish History, Jewish Religion, who believes that
both the Talmud and the Old Testament are products of
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rabbinic Judaism. Hoffman claims that the Talmud,
which disagrees with most of Old Testament theology,
only came after Christ. The Jews went to Babylon,
where the Talmud was devised, and Talmudism had
little resemblance to traditional Judaism, for example,
usury is condemned in the Torah, but not in the
Talmud. The Talmud is concerned to find, or invent,
loopholes in the Torah law. Jesus Christ himself
condemned the "traditions of the elders" which was a
starting point for the Talmudic theology. Mr Hoffman
stressed that not all Jews are Talmudists. There is a
Karaite sect whose members believe in strict adherence
to the Old Testament or Torah law. Because Talmudic
law is complicated, it gave rise to a priesthood who
would "interpret" it. Some ex-Jews have exposed the
anti-goyim, anti-Christian aspect of the Talmud, for
example, Jakob Pfefferkorn, who revealed details to
Martin Luther.
Mr Hoffman said that two types of Talmudists emerged:
(1) the mediocre type, who believed in over-regulation
of every aspect of life; (2) the libertarian or libertine
type, who became freethinkers and explored mysticism
in the Kaballa. Zionism is a product of the Talmud.
Mr Hoffman said that most Jews in the U.S. were not
familiar with the Talmud, but many respect certain
"Talmudic sages". Most of President Clinton's cabinet
are Reform Jews. Mr Hoffman claimed that the "Aryan
Nations" group in the United States was financed by
Zionism and he added that the roots of "anti-Semitism"
arose from persecution of Christians and gentiles
generally.
Dr Robert Brock
The publisher of The Holocaust Dogma of Judaism was
reached by phone link, and explained the Jewish link in
slavery. Dr Brock is himself black and descended from
slaves and he remarked that slavery was part of a
holocaust afflicting 110 million blacks, but did not
receive the same attention as the Jewish Holocaust. He
remarked that of 180 slave ships, 120 were Jewish
owned. He now wanted reparations for black
Americans.
Dr Brock described slavery as the world's greatest
holocaust, and asked how "six million victims" could be
compared to 110 million.
Dr Robert Countess
A member of the Board of Directors of the US-based
Institute For Historical Review, Dr Countess in his video
presentation talked on Historical Sources And Their Use
In Holocaust Historiography. He explained that sources
for the homicidal gas chambers were rare and
unreliable and he pointed out that Professor Deborah
Lipstadt in her studies had used religious references
rather than hard historical evidence.
Historical evidence is based on (1) tradition;
(2)remains; (3) documents and he suggested that no
one source depended upon as a reliable guide but if
there is agreement between traditions and documents,
the case is stronger.
Historians may find the evidence ambiguous, but for a
"true believer" such as Professor Lipstadt, there are no
doubts for her about the main pattern of events, only
dispute about some details. Dr Countess said the
firebombing of Dresden was a more appropriate use of
the
term
"holocaust",
and
he
claimed
that
"holocaustology" might be included as one of more than

100 mental illnesses. He stressed there was no
documentary evidence of the claims that Jews were
turned into soap yet there are people who still believe
that story.
He felt that the research by Germar Rudolf was of a
higher level than that of Leuchter, who had disavowed
his research under pressure. Pressac's contribution was
to produce some important photos. The question that
the youth of the future will ask is, why did it take so
long to get public acceptance of the fact that lies had
been told about the Holocaust?
Mr Friedrich Paul Berg
Scientist Mr Berg spoke from the US by phone link
on The Diesel Gas Chamber Hoax Revisited: The
Importance Of Technical And Scientific Arguments.
Mr Berg said there were two claimed gas chambers: (1)
diesel engine gas chambers -- supposedly killed two
million, and (2) Zyklon B supposedly killed one million.
Many "goyim" were supposedly killed, but get less
attention. Mr Berg said that there was a prejudice
against diesel engines owing to their dirty smell, but
the diesel exhaust was not toxic. He said that a better
candidate for "gassings" would have been the kind of
wood-burning, gas-producing vehicles used during the
war, but these were not part of the Holocaust legend.
In 1927, the Germans used two diesel locomotives
underground, which did not produce toxic effects, and
then their use spread. Mr Berg reminded us that in
Britain, no one has suffered toxic effects from breathing
gas from diesels in over 35 years. An essay by Bennett
S. Lockman in 1981 on diesels remarked that "no
significant health hazard had been seen in over 20
studies".
Mr
Berg
said
that
under
certain
circumstances, when the engine was under maximum
load, you might produce a "gas chamber" from diesels,
but it was hard to do. Gasoline (petrol) engines would
have been more suitable but, again, were not
mentioned in the Holocaust legend.
Mr Ernst Zündel
Like David Irving and Robert Faurisson, Ernst Zündel
would never get into Australia on account of his
German "conviction" for having questioned the veracity
of the homicidal gas chamber allegations. Telling the
truth in a German court!
So, instead, we watched a video in which Mr Zündel
introduced his Canadian lawyer, Mr Doug Christie who
is fighting his Internet case before a Canadian Human
Rights Commission. Christie mentioned that "truth is no
defence" in such proceedings and he suggested that
Jews, as a minority group, should be sensitive to the
rights of minorities.
The Zündelsite was the target of three four-weekly
hearings by the Canadian Human Rights Commission.
The Zündelsite, controlled by Dr Ingrid Rimland in the
US, was protected by the First Amendment clause of
the constitution, guaranteeing free speech. Attempts
are being made by the CHRC were made to monitor
Internet usage across the border from the US to
another country -- Canada -- by regarding the website
as an extension of the telephone via a modem. The
tribunal's thinking is that because it is possible for
Canadians to communicate with US sources, Canadians
can be punished. Thus if a Canadian was interviewed by
a US newspaper, expressing something that would be
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regarded as hatred or contempt in Canada, but
acceptable in the US, he could still be punished in
Canada. This makes Canada a gulag!
Mr Christie reminded us that in Canada, we have the
paradox that people in a court are asked to swear on
the Bible that they are telling the truth, then they are
told that "truth is no defence" in proceedings before the
Commission -- truth has no relevance! Canada has
descended to the level of a Third World country.
The truth is that Germans were not the only villains
during World War II. Three million German women
were raped. Bombing raids and phosphorous rained
down on Germany. Allied war criminals walk free and
only Germans can be prosecuted. Once condemned by
the media, you can't be redeemed. According to Doug
Christie, those characterised as "anti-Semites",
"racists", and "hatemongers" cannot hold meetings in
Canada. They can't even hold a meeting to defend
themselves against these charges.
No "voice of dissent" over these proceedingsfrom the
Canadian government, not even invoking the "Charter
of Rights" declared in 1992. Members of Parliament
make sure of protecting politically correct views.
Although the Zündelsite is in the United States, the
Canadian Human Rights Commission assumes it to be
actually under Zündel's control.
Ingrid Rimland was summoned to appear, and
demonstrated that the Zündelsite was strictly under US
management. She just named it the "Zündelsite".

preserved Mennonite values. Dr Rimland has learned
English as her sixth language and she began university
education late in life.

Mr Paul Fromm
Mr Fromm's video presentation did not arrive on time
for screening and so he was contacted by phone link,
and talked on Free Speech Under Attack In Cuba Del
Norte (Canada).
Paul Fromm had been a teacher for 34 years. The
Committee for Human Rights of the Anti Defamation
Commission of B'nai B'rith wanted to fire Paul Fromm
because he criticised the "open door policy" of
immigration. Attempts were made to remove Christmas
from celebration in schools. In 1996 Fromm organized a
free speech seminar and backed Olivera in the U.S. The
Board of Education said that Fromm showed disrespect
for the core values of education and in 1997 he was
sacked although he had not promoted revisionist works
in school time.
Paul Fromm is a member of the Canadian Association
for Free Expression and has been defending free speech
for years, including that of Ernst Zündel.

Mr Jürgen Graf
The title of Mr Graf's second talk was changed from The
Swiss Gold Report to Assault On A Nation, wherein he
remarked that the accusations against Switzerland are
a primitive swindle. He claimed that organised Jewry
has always obscured the real issues and that the Swiss
gold hoax routine started in 1995.
Ruth Dreyfus, an ardent Zionist, wrote that during
World War II, the Swiss government knew that Jewish
funds were still in Swiss Banks. But if this was true, Mr
Graf mused, why wait until 1995 to alert people?
Although a pro-Zionist media gave her support,
nevertheless only about US$7 million in funds have
been found to date, merely 0.1% of the sum claimed.
Mr Graf told how a Rumanian-born Jewess claimed that
her family escaped from concentration camps and then
they went to Budapest. All important family documents
were lost -- there was no proof of claims and she did
not know the name of the bank or the account number
where funds were allegedly stored. Nevertheless, in
1996, Gisela Weisshaus sued Swiss Banks. During
World War II, the German Reich depended on imports,
payments being in either gold or Swiss francs. In 1942
the demand for francs increased. National banks of
exporting countries used Swiss francs, so gold was
"laundered", The "robbed gold" was sent to
Switzerland. There was nothing immoral about Swiss
banks trading during the war because they simply
wanted to survive.
It was claimed that 33,000 Jews were prevented from
going to Switzerland and were sent to their deaths. But
the number of Jews was lower than claimed, the real
figure being 10,000 or less. Mr Graf strongly asserted
the allegation that the Jews were all sent to their
deaths, was rubbish. An attempt was made to associate
the gold with murdered Jews even if it had nothing to

Dr Ingrid Rimland
The webmaster of the Zündelsite, appeared in a video
on My Wandering Years. Dr Rimland had written a
book, The Wanderers, and she explained to Ernst
Zündel on video, that it was an autobiographical life of
her grandmother in fictional form. Then it followed
Ingrid's life in South America. Her family arrived in
Paraguay as displaced persons, as part of a Mennonite
community from Ukraine.
Despite the conventional blackening of Hitler's name
she commented that Hitler had allowed the Mennonites
to escape persecution and to help racial pride. In
Ukraine, they were persecuted under Russian control,
but when the Germans came they stopped the
persecution. Ukrainian refugees eventually made their
way to South America They survived there and

Dr Charles Weber
A phone link was established and he spoke on 15 Years
Later
-A
Reassessment.
In
1983,
Weber
published The Holocaust: 120 Questions and Answers,
and now tried to put it into proper perspective.
Since then, in 1985, he had testified at Zündel's trial,
and noticed some important new books coming on the
market, for example, Deborah Lipstadt Denying The
Holocaust; John Sack's An Eye For An Eye; John
Ball's Air Photo Evidence; Daniel Goldhagen's Hitler's
Willing Executioners. With the opening of the Russian
archives new vistas were exposed but, said Dr
Weber, The Holocaust: 120 Questions and Answers was
still basically valid, though it had been supplemented
by new approaches.
Mr John Ball
The Canadian air photo expert and compiler of The Ball
Report, left that morning for a holiday and could
therefore not address the symposium. In a statement,
read put by Dr Töben, he directed interested persons to
his website where all the details of his argument are set
out. In essence, The Ball Report is based on photos of
Auschwitz taken during World War II, which fail to show
evidence of smoking chimneys from "gassings".
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do with them. To create confusion is part of the
strategy of organised Jewry to facilitate the destruction
of the Swiss banking system.
Mr Graf then mentioned a July 31,1997 newspaper
article, "The superpower US will not tolerate refusal of
European unity". This helps explain the real motive of
the gold hoax: the aim is to eliminate Switzerland as a
financial power. The Swiss economy is a thorn in the
side of the US Switzerland wants freedom, not
absorption into The New World Order. It is not a
member of NATO. However, continued Mr Graf, The
New World Order functionaries want a single centralized
state, the European Union. By branding Switzerland as
a Nazi collaborator, it is being intimidated to abandon
independence.
As part of the strategy, the Swiss government was
pushed to establish anti-racism laws, ostensibly to
protect foreigners, in reality to shield Jews from
criticism. The Swiss anti-racist legislation is broad in
scope and contains many undefined terms. In 1997
there was an avalanche of trials against those who
"offended the Jews."
Mr Peter Richards
Australian educator, spoke on The Betrayal Of German
Intellectualism wherein he remarked that he came to
revisionism by accident when he was asked to speak on
"Holocaust Studies", and he gave details of
correspondence with the German ambassador in
Australia enquiring about the existence of laws in
Germany
against
querying
the
Holocaust.
He cited an article in The Scientific American,
September, 1997, which talked about how memories
could be created -- as in False Memory Syndrome.
Research showed that false memories could be created
by combining actual memories with suggestions by
others.
The research on 20,000 individuals, reported in 1997,
shows that exposure to others' influence creates
memory distortions. Distortions happen when one is
suggestively interrogated or reviewed for media
coverage. Susceptibility is enhanced where the passage
of time allows memory to fade and other events that
did not happen can be substituted. Mr Richards said
that some of this memory distortion occurred to help
create false memories among Holocaust "survivors."
Mr Germar Rudolf
Industrial chemist and author of The Rudolf Report, and
currently in exile because a sick German judiciary
wishes to imprison him, Mr Rudolf submitted a most
interesting paper: Some considerations about the "Gas
Chambers" of Auschwitz and Birkenau. He then spoke
by phone link, saying that Richard Green's attempt to
refute his Rudolf Report fails. He claimed that the
Prussian blue effect on the walls on the delousing
chambers would remain bonded to concrete and it
would not decay with time.
[Update: 13 September 1998:
From:slepokuo@cadvision.com:
The Rudolf Report has been cleared by the Swiss courts
as a scientific text.
Writer René-Louis Berclaz (of Route des Misets 110,
CH-1918 Châtel-St.Denis, Switzerland) was prosecuted
at the instance of the organisation LICRA (Ligue

Internationale conte le Racisme et l'Antisémitisme, the
European counterpart to the New-York based ADL) for
"racial discrimination". Reason: Berclaz had circulated
the French-language edition of The Rudolf Report which
demonstrates that the installations passed off as "gas
chambers" at Auschwitz could not have been homicidal
gas chambers.
When Berclaz asked the court to produce a rebuttal to
the Rudolf Report, the examining magistrate Jean
Pierre Schröter of the Third District Court ("3e Ressort
de la Veveyse", Avenue de la Gare, CH-1618 ChâtelSt.Denis) appointed professor of chemistry Dr. Henri
Ramuz (of Rheinparkstrasse 3/8, CH-4127 Birsfelden)
to assess the disputed document. Dr. Ramuz, who
submitted his affidavit to the court on May 18,
concluded that the Rudolf Report had to be described
"as scientifically correct."
On September 9 the court reconvened at ChâtelSt.Denis. Under the chairmanship of Judge Jean Pierre
Schröter the four-judge panel handed down its
judgement: The accused René-Louis Berclaz is
acquitted of the charge of racial discrimination in
connection with the circulation of the Rudolf Report.
Berclaz was however given a four month suspended
prison sentence because in his private newsletter he
had printed an incomplete quotation from Das jüdische
Paradox, Athenäum, Frankfurt 1988, p. 77, by the late
Nahum Goldmann, President of the World Jewish
Congress:
"I'm scarcely exaggerating. Jewish life consists of two
things. Getting money, and whining." Berclaz omitted
the words, "I'm scarcely exaggerating," and this was
held to be punishable as it distorted the meaning.
LICRA has informed the press that it will not be
appealing the judgement as it is satisfied with it.
Evidently it shies away from any kind of scientific
debate on the Rudolf Report before the courts.
Germar Rudolf advised on 14 September: "The expert
in charge of preparing his report about my report wrote
a handwritten 1 1/2 page letter to the judge stating
that the chemical part contains no obvious mistakes
and appears to be scientific, but no thorough analysis
was made. Apparently that expert did not dare to get
involved too deeply in this subject in order to avoid
trouble for himself. I shall publish the whole lot in
1/99, Vierteljahreshefte für freie Geschichtsforschung,
Postbus 60, B-Berchem 2, Belgium.
NB: The publisher of the above magazine, Mr Herbert
Verbeke, also faces court action for having published in
Belgium Antwort
Auf
Die
Goldhagen-Und
Spielberglügen. Mr Ignatz Bubis (the Jeremy Jones of
German
Jewry)
lodged
the
complaint
and
Oberstaatsanwalt, Mr Klein, is now pursuing his
brother,
Mr
Siegfried
Verbeke,
for
alleged Volksverhetzung -- sedition.]
Mr Ahmed Rami
Founder
of
Radio
Islam,
talked
on Historical
Revisionism From Radio Islam's Point-Of-View by phone
link. He remarked that he started Radio Islam in 1987
and since had dealt with Palestine and Jewish
propaganda. He noted this must not be questioned -only critics were accused of "racism." Ironically, he
said, Israel is anti-Semitic because it persecutes
Semitic Palestinians.
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Dr Serge Thion
French Revisionist, was connected by phone link to
explain The
Way The Simon Wiesenthal Center In Los Angeles and
The US Holocaust Memorial Museum Are Trying To
Prove
The
Holocaust
Happened
After
All.
Dr Thion visited the US Holocaust Memorial Museum in
Washington, D.C. and the Museum of Tolerance in Los
Angeles where they forbid people to take pictures or to
record what they see. You are asked to talk to fictional
characters: it is pure invention. The museums invent
dialogue. They use the Nazi Wannsee Conference
document in an attempt to prove that a Jewish
extermination program existed, and a reconstruction of
a "gas chamber" is contradicted by evidence -including that demonstrated by Dr Töben at Auschwitz.
Mr Andreas Röhler
The editor of Sleipnir, a magazine that critically looks at
Germany's historical and political landscape, could not
be contacted. He is constantly before court in Berlin -but to date has avoided a prison sentence, though the
police regularly confiscate his computer and other
working tools.
Dr Ingrid Weckert
Although not listed in the program it was intended to
talk to the author of the 1981 published book about
"the night of broken glass": Feuerzeichen., Dr Weckert
could not be contacted, but this was not because she
had just been fined by a Berlin court for having written
an article for Sleipnir, "Zweimal Dachau" (Twice
Dachau). She compares diary entries of two inmates:
Arthur Haulot, a Belgian PoW during the war and Gert
Naumann, a German soldier interned at Dachau after
the war. The Berlin public prosecutor found that
Weckert's writing was "Volksverhetzung" (sedition) and
duly convicted her to pay a fine of DM3.200,Interestingly, as early as 1984 and 1985, both
Naumann and Haulot had their diaries published.
Mr Frank Swoboda
This Austrian revisionist was contacted by phone link.
In 1995-6 he wrote books which are not well known
internationally, and were only written in German. The
German authorities had seized the text and put him in
prison. He appealed to the High Court against his
sentence, and was freed on condition that he not
publicly make any comments about such matters in
Austria.
Mr Wolfgang Fröhlich
The Austrian chemical engineer who gave evidence at
the 16 July 1998 Graf trial in Baden, Switzerland -stating that the homicidal gas chambers are a technical
impossibility -- was not contactable by phone link.
Mr Emil Lachout
This Austrian engineer has in his possession a copy of a
document which clearly states that no gas chambers
existed on German territory during World War II. His
comments were made in German, but a commentary in
English is available. He was one of Ernst Zündel's

witnesses during the "false news" trials in Toronto,
Canada. For his witness he has been hounded by the
Austrian authorities -- including threats of having him
mentally certified. Fortunately he has a judgement from
the European Court of Justice in his favour which
condemns the Austrian government for its treatment of
Lachout.
Mr David Brockschmidt
S.A. Associate of the Adelaide Institute gave a talk
on Schindler's List And All That. Mr Brockschmidt said
that his father had known Oscar Schindler and had
been instrumental in saving the lives of Jews, but had
been given no credit in the making of Spielberg's
film Schindler's
List.
Tom
Keneally,
author
of Schindler's Ark was the inspiration for the film, but
the title was changed to Schindler's List.
Keneally made a lot of money out of writing the book,
and Spielberg made $US1 billion out of "Holocaust
Park" as Brockschmidt dubs the film version of
Keneally's book. Spielberg interviewed Emily Schindler,
Oscar Schindler's wife, who knew the real story, but he
distorted it. In the film, Jewish women went to
Auschwitz, and Oscar paid for Jewish women to be
freed from there but Schindler was never in Auschwitz.
Emily Schindler described the film as "lies" and her
husband as "an arsehole".
When Emily Schindler's book, Memories, was released,
it seemed the truth might emerge, but it was in fact a
whitewash job. Emily now had a life interest to stay in a
place owned by the B'nai B'rith Commission, and had
$50,000 donated to her by Spielberg, so we may well
assume she now protects her beneficiaries by saying
that her husband was a good guy and commending the
film. Spielberg wanted an "Oscar", so history had to be
changed to fit.
Professor Arthur Butz
In closing the symposium Professor Butz remarked that
apostasy was rare among revisionists but it did exist,
recent examples being David Cole, and Fred Leuchter,
who succumbed under pressure. He said that there was
more pressure on a Jew than on a "goy" to recant.
Much of Holocaustomania is a reaction to revisionism.
The Holocaust hoax is ending the twentieth century.
"Entrenched hokum" is endorsed by the mass media
and subject to legal protection. There is also a refusal
to conduct academic debate on the subject, and
attempts to make revisionists seem crackpots.
The speed with which revisionism was publicised on the
Internet astonished Butz. Most major revisionists,
except Faurisson, are on the Internet. Professor Butz
doesn't believe victory against the Exterminationists is
assured, because it has become a religious thing. The
present system is volatile -- who knows what will
happen?
Dr Fredrick Töben wound up the conference and Mr
Michael Mazur, Victorian Associate of the Adelaide
Institute, pledged financially to assist Australia's first
revisionist conference which then concluded. Most
participants adjourned for dinner at the Arkaba Hotel
where final farewells were said.
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Court of Appeals rules that Internet Censorship via
Section 13 is great!
Court rules that (the now repealed) Section 13 is constitutional and even reinstated
the penalty provision. Talk about a merry band of censors!
On Friday January 31st, 2014, the Federal Court of Appeals
found that Section 13 of the Canadian “Human Rights” Act was
constitutional, and that the penalty provision of the “Human
Rights” Act was constitutional, and reinstated the penalty
provision. This is yet another step in the 10+ year legal
ordeal that I have had to endure, for posting a single article on
my website – not written or approved by me – which allegedly
offended privileged minorities. (See full Court of Appeals ruling
here:
http://www.canlii.org/en/ca/fca/doc/2014/2014fca18/2014fca
18.html)
It was black Friday for freedom of speech on the internet. The
courts are now so out of touch that they have upheld – and
strengthened – a law which was repealed back in the summer
of 2013!
“Human Rights” in Canada are a bizarre mix between Alice in
Wonderland and The Wizard of Oz. They don’t make any
sense; are selectively used against enemies and it’s all based
on some imaginary smoke-and-mirrors bogey-man (pay NO
attention to that man behind the curtain!).
Back in November, 2013, it was pretty clear from the opening
of the hearing into Canada’s internet censorship laws that the
Court of Appeal had little interest in protecting enshrined
rights, such as freedom of speech. The three judges paraded
into court, like they were descendants of Jesus himself,
floating to their seats to preside over us little peons.
One of the judges immediately caught my eye – it was Justice
Stratus! He was the judge which tossed out my request to
stay the execution (lifetime speech ban)… err I mean …
Human Rights hearing before the Canadian Human Rights
Tribunal, until after the Court of Appeals ruled. In a snarky
judgment, “Justice” Stratus tossed out my motion for a stay
based on the irreparable harm that would come if the Tribunal
ruled on my case before the Courts did. According to Justice
Stratus, I had to document specific things I wanted to say –
before I said them – so that he could determine if I could
actually say them. Boy that’s some view of the Charter
protected right to freedom of speech! (Ice-T has it right…
Freedom of Speech; Just watch what you say [or submit it for
pre-approval to the CHRC])
The hearing proceeded with lawyers from all sides making the
case for, and against, Section 13 censorship. The judges
seemed more preoccupied with looking at the clock or at the
audience of a dozen or more freedom of speech supporters (as
far as I could tell, not a single person appeared in court to
support censorship). But that all changed when the distinctly
non-African looking lawyers for the tax-payer funded AfricanCanadian Legal Clinic (ACLC) made their submissions. While
they were limited to only 10 minutes, the court had no
problem allowing them to speak for upwards of 30 minutes.
The ACLC started off by saying that not only is Section 13
(internet censorship law) valid, but that the penalty provisions
are really not penalties, but rather administrative remedies.
No other party in the entire proceeding believed that the
penalty provisions were even close to being constitutional.

A little background is needed here: The penalty
provisions of the Canadian “Human Rights” Act
allowed a Tribunal to do the following:
A lifetime speech ban (Cease and Desist order)
on a person. If disobeyed, could face up to 5
years in prison.
A penalty of up to $10,000
A penalty of an additional $20,000 if the
complainant was specifically named
Legal history:
Multiple Tribunal Members
(pretend Judges) have openly questioned the
penalty provisions and refused to apply them
against individuals. In the Lemire case, Member
Hadjis found the Penalty provisions were
unconstitutional. In the Lemire case, the Federal
Court of Canada also upheld that the penalty
provision was unconstitutional.
Every single party in the Lemire Appeal hearing
agreed that the Penalty provisions of the CHRA
were unconstitutional … except for the ACLC.
Even the Canadian Human Rights Commission
has specifically said (on multiple occasions) that
the Penalty provisions of the CHRA are
unconstitutional and unjustified, and should be
stuck out of the law books.
Bullsh*t baffles brains?
As a legal bystander, I could hardly follow all the spin legalese
and baffle-gab of the “African-Canadian” Legal Clinic. Their
submissions were that the Canadian Human Rights Act had
penalties in S. 54, but these were not really penalties, but
rather something else.
I nicknamed it Penalties/non“penalties”.
And suddenly the judges were awake and
furiously writing down every pearl of wisdom coming their
way.
The reason why there was such a fight over the word “penalty”
is because, back in the 1990’s the Supreme Court of Canada
narrowly upheld the Canadian Human Rights Act because it
was exclusively remedial. It was never meant to punish
anyone – that’s the job of the Criminal Code – it was just
meant to remediate past indiscretions, using the least amount
of coercion possible. At the time the Supreme Court looked at
Section 13, the only remedy available was a Cease and Desist
order. There were no penalties (fines, etc). That all changed
when Parliament added the penalty provision. So the real
fight in the court was over the penalty provision / fines.
It is usually up to Parliament to write laws, but screw that…
“Human Rights” are at stake! The Court of Appeal could just
ignore the word penalty, and “interpret” it to mean something
other than penalty. Perhaps they could just call it an
“administrative remedy” or whatever. And using that logic,
the court REINSTATED the Penalty provision, which multiple
Tribunals and even the Federal Court of Canada earlier finding
it to be unconstitutional.
So what’s this all mean?
The Court of Appeal has found that Canada’s internet
censorship legislation (Section 13) and the penalty provision
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(Section 54) are constitutional. But Parliament has repealed
Section 13 & Section 54 in 2013, so it has little actual effect.
The Canadian Human Rights Tribunal has so far refused to
hear any other cases, so it is unlikely any new Section 13
cases will ever go before it.
This ruling was the Justices of the Court showing how out of
touch with society they really are. At best, this was the court
trying to show how fanatically they are in favour of speech
prohibitions. In their bizarre world, the court is signaling
Parliament that speech prohibitions are A-OK with them, and if
some other future government comes in (Liberal or NDP) and
enacts something similar to Section 13; the Court would fully
support the censorship. What ever happened to the courts
being a bulwark against state control and repression? Seems
like they have become nothing more than black robe; wig
wearing; out of touch; pompous rubber stamps for
totalitarianism.

In my particular case, the CHRC is not seeking a penalty
against me anyways, so the fact that the Court reinstated the
penalty provision doesn’t personally mean a thing.
What’s next for Lemire?
With the Court of Appeals decision, I have 60 days to either
appeal to the Supreme Court of Canada, or return to the
Canadian Human Rights Tribunal for a hearing to determine
my “punishment”. The Tribunal could impose a lifetime
speech ban on me.
How perverse is the Canadian Human Rights Act? I could face
a lifetime speech ban, based on a law which was repealed in
2013!
Stay tuned, the battle for freedom continues.
-Marc Lemire
Freedom Fighter
Webmaster, www.Freedomsite.org
http://blog.freedomsite.org/2014/02/court-ofappeals-rules-that-internet.html

________________________________________________
…and here in headlines is what is happening on the African continent….
ALLAFRICA EMAIL UPDATE: NIGERIA
A selection of top headlines from allAfrica.com, which
publishes more than 2000 stories a day from news
organizations throughout Africa and AllAfrica's prizewinning reporters. For additional Nigeria coverage, go
to: http://allafrica.com/nigeria/
------------------------------------------------------------------* Nigeria: Anti-Gay Law - Nigeria Accuses U.S, U.K, Others of
'Double Standards' *
The Nigerian Government has accused western nations of
double standards over a new law banning same-sex
marriages.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030270.html
* Nigeria: Govt Begins Probe into Premium Times' ExposÃ©
On Human Traffickers *
The Nigerian government has begun investigation into a
PREMIUM TIMES' exclusive investigative story detailing the
workings of a ruthless human trafficking mafia in the country.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030107.html
* Nigeria: Why I Quit Ruling Party for Breakaway Congress Former VP *
After weeks of speculation, former Vice President Atiku
Abubakar, on Sunday announced his resignation from the
Peoples Democratic Party, PDP. Mr. Abubakar said he is now a
member of the opposition coalition, the All Progressives
Congress, APC, and that he will hand in his resignation letter
to the PDP on Monday.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030100.html
* Nigeria: Red Cross Volunteers Step Up the Fight Against
Measles and Polio *
Nwakpa O Nwakpa, Nigeria Red Cross Society and David
Fogden, IFRC
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402032007.html
* West Africa: West Africa's Endangered Lions *
This week I have been teaching Sundiata: An Epic of Old Mali
re-told by D.T. Niane from the recitation by Guinean griot Djeli
Mamoudou Kouyate. The epic is tied to the landscape and
environment of the old Mali empire, stretching from current
day Senegal to Niger Republic. "Listen to the story of the son
of the Buffalo, the son of the Lion," the griot recounts. The
great emperor Sundiata's mother is spiritually linked to the
buffalo, and Sundiata inherits his father Nare Maghan's name
Djata: "Lion."

http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031842.html
* Nigeria: Housewife Resurfaces 20 Years After Disappearing *
A woman caused a stir penultimate week when she suddenly
resurfaced, 20 years after 'disappearing' from her husband's
house, leaving her then two-year-old daughter behind. Fatima
Abashiya, now 40, narrates her intriguing story to Weekly
Trust.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031724.html
* Nigeria: Katsina Artefacts to Be Returned to Nigeria Soon *
Artifacts excavated in 1990 from Durbi Takusheyi in Mani
Local Government Area of Katsina State will be returned to
Nigeria from Germany soon.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031721.html
* Nigeria: Vice President's Wife Charges Women On Decent
Dressing *
The wife of the Vice-President, Hajiya Namadi Sambo, has
urged women to promote their dignity and ensure modesty.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031185.html
* Nigeria: House Summons NNPC, 499 Firms Over N1.4
Trillion Waivers *
The House of Representatives Committee on Customs and
Excise will soon commence investigations of the Nigeria
National Petroleum Corporation (NNPC), Oando Plc and 498
companies allegedly granted waivers totalling N1.4 trillion by
the federal government between 2009-2013.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031178.html
* Nigeria: African Musicians Absent in IFPI Top 10 Global
Recording Artists of 2013 *
African music superstars including Nigeria's D'banj, Psquare
and Tuface were left out of the International Federation of the
Phonographic Industry, IFPI, list of top 10 global recording
artists of 2013.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031146.html
* Nigeria: The Tale of Nollywood's Second Wives *
Nollywood isn't exactly a haven populated by married women
even though most of the women are the most beautiful that
can be found anywhere in the country. Most of the women are
either single or divorced and plenty more still searching. Those
that have been able to hold on to a marriage have come to
accept their lots of being the second wife.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030986.html
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* Nigeria: Insecurity - Negotiate With B/Haram or Crush Them
Now *
Worried by the wanton destruction of lives and property by
insurgents in the North-Eastern flank of Nigeria, Kano State
Governor, Dr. Rabiu Musa Kwankwaso, has asked the Federal
Government to either negotiate with the perpetrators of the
violence or take concrete and urgent steps to contain them.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030976.html
* Nigeria: House Committee Rejects Okonjo-Iweala's Answers
to 50 Questions, Asks Her to Reanswer *
The Finance Minister, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala, failed to answer
many of the questions sent to her by members of the House
of Representatives Committee on Finance on the 'true state' of
Nigeria's economy, the lawmakers have said.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030944.html
* Nigeria: Oduah - Airport Projects Now 95 Percent Completed
*
The Minister of Aviation, Ms. Stella Oduah, Sunday said the
airport re-modelling projects across the country had attained
95 per cent completion. In a statement signed by her Special
Adviser on Media, Mr. Joe Obi, Oduah attributed the level of
achievement in the sector to the full support of the federal
government.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030664.html
* Nigeria: House Seeks Further Clarification From OkonjoIweala On 50 Questions *
The House of Representatives Committee on Finance remains
on a collision course with the Coordinating Minister for the
Economy (CME) and Minister of Finance, Dr. Ngozi Okonjoiweala, as it has raised issues over her 100-page reply to the
50 questions on the state of the economy that were handed to
her last December.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030517.html
ALLAFRICA EMAIL UPDATE: SOUTHERN AFRICA
A selection of top headlines from allAfrica.com, which
publishes more than 2000 stories a day from news
organizations throughout Africa and AllAfrica's prizewinning reporters. For additional Southern Africa
coverage, go to: http://allafrica.com/southernafrica/
-------------------------------------------------------------* South Africa: Mandela's Will Made Public *
His personal staff, political home and various institutions of
learning - all were remembered in the will of South Africa's
anti-apartheid icon, former President Nelson Mandela.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402032113.html
* Mozambique: Chaos Installs Itself in Frelimo *
The process that culminated with the designation of JosÃ©
Pacheco, Alberto Vaquina and Filipe Nyussi as prospective
Frelimo candidates for president in the general elections on
October 15th continues to raise controversy within the party,
which, albeit implicitly, see these three figures as a way to
allow Armando Guebuza to continue to run the country even
after he leaves power.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402032015.html
* Africa: South Africa, Neighbours Earn Mining Top Spots *
Eight countries in Southern Africa have earned a position
among the top 20 "most exciting African mineral jurisdictions".
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031980.html
* Swaziland: Press Attack On Airport 'Corruption' *
One of Swaziland's few independent newspapers launched a
scathing attack on a senior government civil servant after he
refused to answer questions about the controversial Sikhuphe
airport.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031800.html
* South Africa: Plane Crash Kills Three People *

Three people were killed after a plane crashed trying to land
at Lanseria airport on Monday morning.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031024.html
* South Africa: I Made The Right Decision: Ramphele *
Agang SA leader Mamphela Ramphele on Monday apologised
for the unhappiness caused by her decision not to stand as the
DA's presidential candidate, but said she made the right
decision.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030650.html
* South Africa: Election Deal Between Opposition Parties
Crumbles *
Agang SA leader Mamphela Ramphele has proven she cannot
be trusted to see a project to the conclusion, DA leader Helen
Zille said on Sunday.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030324.html
* Africa: Southern Africa Archbishop Launches Africa E-Reader
Project *
The Archbishop of the Anglican Church of Southern Africa
(ACSA) has
launched a new e-reader project to "promote electronic
learning in
dioceses in the Western Cape and at the Province's principal
residential college for ordinands".
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402032034.html
* South Africa: Zille, Ramphele, Mazibuko, Ntuli - the Trouble
With Being Female in Politics *
At time of writing, there is no longer any doubt that
Mamphela Ramphele and Helen Zille have together presided
over one of the most embarrassing political fiascos in recent
South African history. The fact of their being female should be
irrelevant to the response to this, although - predictably there are already signs that it won't be. But leaving
Ramphele's "reneging" out of the picture for a second, it's
worth examining whether political aspiration is greeted
differently if it comes from a woman. B
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031990.html
* Swaziland: Kicking Off to Kick Out HIV *
On soccer pitches across Swaziland players aren't just kicking
around
a ball. They are playing to kick-out the deadly HIV epidemic.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031983.html
* Angola: Heading for Extinction? *
Angola is one of Africa's most biologically diverse countries,
boasting a long Atlantic coastline, dense equatorial forests,
rivers
thick with mangroves, vast desert expanses, rolling savannah
grasslands and high-altitude rocky outcrops.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031977.html
* Zambia: ZRA Officials Fired Over Corruption *
SEVERAL senior Zambia Revenue Authority (ZRA) officials
have had their contracts terminated in a purge linked to a
wide-ranging probe of allegations of corruption and bribes at
the Government's tax collecting body.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031801.html
* Swaziland: Police Chief Backs Shooting Poachers *
Swaziland's Police Commissioner Isaac Magagula says rangers
are
allowed shoot people who are hunting for food to feed their
hungry families.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031798.html
* Zambia: Nurses Saga - What's the Way Forward? *
FROM the time some nurses went on strike last December and
Government decided to dismiss them, it cannot be denied that
something is amiss in the health sector.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031550.html
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* Malawi: New Project Aims to Tackle, Prevent Stunting of
Malawian Children *
On Jan. 22, a new project was launched by the UN's
humanitarian food agency to tackle stunting, which affects
nearly 1 million children under the age of five in Malawi, a
Least Developed Country in southeast Africa.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031457.html
ALLAFRICA EMAIL UPDATE: MIDDLE EAST AND AFRICA
A selection of top headlines from allAfrica.com, which
publishes more than 2000 stories a day from news
organizations throughout Africa and AllAfrica's prizewinning reporters. For additional Middle East and Africa
coverage, go to:
http://allafrica.com/middleeastandafrica/
------------------------------------------------------------* South Sudan: Ban Urges Annual Munich Security Summit to
Back UN Efforts in Syria, DR Congo, South Sudan *
Amid a global landscape filled with both volatility and
opportunity,
Secretary-General
Ban
Ki-moon
today
encouraged leaders attending an annual security conference in
Germany to work together - and with the United Nations -"to
build the world of security that people deserve and that is
within our power to deliver."
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031812.html
* Tunisia: "Popular Protest" in Tunis Against Zionism and
Normalization With Israel *
The Coalition of Forces against Zionism and normalization with
Israel staged, on Saturday, a "popular protest" at Habib
Bourguiba
Avenue in Tunis.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031511.html
* Ethiopia: Israel to Finance Wolkayit Sugar Project *

An Israel construction company, Natifa, secured a loan to be
used to finance the Wolkayit Sugar development project from
an Israeli bank.
Reliable sources told The Reporter that Natifa has been
negotiating with Israeli banks that could finance the Wolkayit
Sugar factory that the Ethiopian Government planned to build
in the Tigrai Regional State. Sources said that Natifa secured
more than 100 million dollars loan for the project from an
Israeli bank. Natifa is working with a local construction
company, Yema
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402032017.html
* Liberia: Taylor's Prosecutor Indicts Syria *
Former war crimes prosecutors say they have uncovered
evidence of systematic torture by the Syrian government.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031430.html
* Namibia: Indian Film Festival Begins Tonight *
As part of the Namibia/ India Cultural Exchange programme
for 2014, Namibian and Indian governments in collaboration
with the National Theatre of Namibia (NTN) will host an Indian
Film Festival called "Bollywood comes to Namibia" in
Windhoek.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031383.html
* Zimbabwe:Zimbabwe SeeksDiamond Auction in China,UAE *
Zimbabwe is planning to auction its diamonds in Shanghai
and Dubai as alternatives to Antwerp in Belgium, where it says
its diamonds were being under-valued, state media reported
Friday.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402031139.html
* Tanzania: 'Tanzania Praised Over Constitution' *
A VISITING Iranian Legislator, Dr Abbas Moghtadaei, has
praised Tanzania for managing to conduct the process of
writing a new constitution peacefully.
http://allafrica.com/stories/201402030531.html

__________________________________________

Somalis object to white lesbian adoption

Young child walks with parent in file photo- Reuters
A Muslim family has criticised UK social services for deciding to
place their three-year-old daughter for adoption with a white
lesbian couple.
The family, which is of Somali origin, said offers from four
relatives to care for the child were rejected despite their wish
for the girl to be brought up by a family that shares their
religious and ethnic background.
A family member who identified himself as Ibrahim said the
child's mother received a letter from social services saying
there were no Muslim adopters available.

He said the mother, who has suffered mental health problems,
had not been properly informed about the imminent adoption
and relatives were not told why their offers were rejected.
The family has enlisted the help of the Victoria Climbié
Foundation, which campaigns for improved child protection
services.
“The Somali community has for the first time come out
because they believe this case has a wider importance”
Mor Dioum, Director of the Victoria Climbié Foundation
Mor Dioum, the director of the foundation, told the Sunday
Times: "The Somali community has for the first time come out
because they believe this case has a wider importance. We
don't believe any community is beyond reach.
"The family's issue in this case is not about the sexual
orientation of these two individuals."
More than 50 women from the Somali community
demonstrated outside the headquarters of Harrow Council to
protest against the decision and urge the local authority to
reconsider the adoption.
A spokesman for Harrow Council said: "Adoption decisions are
taken after lengthy and extremely thorough consideration of
what is in the child's best interests.
"We always strive to identify the best parents possible and
ensure a child is placed as early in life as possible. These are
always difficult decisions."
The spokesman added that Harrow Council has met
representatives of the Somali community to discuss their
concerns and that the Somali community has offered to work
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with the council to increase the profile of fostering and
adoption within their communities.
RELATED
Ukip Candidate Winston McKenzie Tells Voters: Adoption
by Gay Couples is Child Abuse
UK Adopters to Browse Online for Children

Adoption to Become Faster in UK
'Misplaced Understanding of Race' Inhibits Transracial
Adoption
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/anger-somali-muslim-girladopted-by-white-lesbians-harrow-1434808

______________________________________
An Email from BOCAGE
Sent: Tuesday, 4 February 2014 3:43 AM
Subject: 4621 Des nouvelles de G.A. Amaudruz (2)

*
On se souvient que notre ami révisionniste suisse Gaston A. Amaudruz, 93 ans, avait été
hospitalisé à la mi-décembre après plusieurs chutes dans son appartement (voy. nos différents
messages à son sujet). A sa sortie de l'hôpital il avait été transféré dans un centre de soins
palliatifs et, heureusement, ayant repris des forces mais ne pouvant malgré tout vivre sans
assistance (il s'alimentait mal chez lui), il est désormais installé dans un établissement
médico-social où il sera heureux de recevoir vos encouragements:
Monsieur G.A. Amaudruz
Etablissement Les Rosiers SA
Route de Brent 32
CH-1807 BLONAY
Suisse

_____________________________________________
...and more of the same anti-German propaganda...
********
The Book Thief Official Trailer #1 (2013) - Geoffrey Rush, Emily Watson

Published on Aug 21, 2013
Subscribe to TRAILERS: http://bit.ly/sxaw6h
Subscribe to COMING SOON: http://bit.ly/H2vZUn
Like us on FACEBOOK: http://goo.gl/dHs73
The Book Thief Official Trailer #1 (2013) - Geoffrey Rush,
Emily Watson Movie HD
While subjected to the horrors of WWII Germany, young Liesel
finds solace by stealing books and sharing them with others.
Under the stairs in her home, a Jewish refuge is being
sheltered by her adoptive parents.
The Movieclips Trailers channel is your destination for the
hottest new trailers the second they drop. Whether it's the
latest studio release, an indie horror flick, an evocative
documentary, or that new RomCom you've been waiting for,
the Movieclips team is here day and night to make sure all the

best new movie trailers are here for you the moment they're
released.
In addition to being the #1 Movie Trailers Channel on
YouTube, we deliver amazing and engaging original videos
each week. Watch our exclusive Ultimate Trailers, Showdowns,
Instant Trailer Reviews, Monthly MashUps, Movie News, and so
much more to keep you in the know.
Here at Movieclips, we love movies as much as you!
movieclips "movie clips" movieclipstrailers "new trailers"
"trailers HD" hd trailers movieclipsDOTcom trailer 2013 official
HD zefr jslewis "the book thief" "the book thief movie" "the
book thief trailer" "geoffrey rush" "emily watson" ww2 wwII
germany jew jewish refuge books
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=92EBSmxinus

___________________________________________________
‘They hate us for our freedom’ – US claim to explain 9:11 “terrorists’ attack”
***

British Historian David Irving held at US Airport
David Irving was held for three hours at Atlanta airport on Friday, 31 January 2014, by Border Security
then grudgingly allowed back into the USA, which he has visited without trouble for fifty years.
‘Ah, the free democracies!’ he comments. ‘Worse here now than negotiating Berlin’s Checkpoint
Charlie in the Cold War; or entering Brezhnev’s Moscow, or Communist East Germany, or the Hungary
of Janos Kádár - the Soviet satellites never gave me such trouble.’

http://www.fpp.co.uk/online/index.html
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